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UBC TO BUILD 
MEDIC CENTRE
VANCOUVER (CP) — Con­
struction of a  $2,800,000 medi­
cal science centre at the Uni­
versity of British Columbia 
will begin Oct. 1, university 
president, N. A. M. MacKenzie 
says.
Dr. MacKenzie said the cen­
tre will have four units, three 
to be built immediately and 
the fourth at a later date.
The centre will be completed 
in September, 1961, and will 
house UBC’s medical faculty 
which has been accommodated 
in wooden huts since its estab­
lishment in 1950.
The largest unit, a four- 
storey structure, will house the 
departments of pharmacology, 
pathology and neurological re­
search. The others, both three 
storeys, will accommodate the 
departments of psysiology, bio­
chemistry and anatomy and 
the Cancer Research Institute.
The fourt unit, will house the 
biomedical library, lecture 
theatres, administration of­
fices and a student lounge.
. LAUNCHES 
M ISSILE M AIL
IT WAS A BIG day for Sgt 
Norman Hilborn Sunday, as he 
spent the day at the Wizzbangs 
reunion in Vernon. Invited as 
a guest out of respect for his 
late father, P. F. "Freddie’'
Hilborn, he was able to report 
that he was actually Whizzbang 
material himself, since he was 
wounded in a short stint as a 
despatch rider with the BCD’s 
overseas. Later, he discovered
Frank "Moose” Glover, MM 
winner, (right), who had saved 
his life in a bad session over­
seas. Sgt. Hilborn is on leave 
from Camp Borden. (Courier 
Photo — Prints Available).
WHIZZBAN6 S GATHER
By GEORGE INGLIS 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
VERNON — The brilliant sun­
shine brought back memories.
To the 85 members of the 
"Whizzbangs", a veterans’ or­
ganization composed of the rem­
nants of two famous valley regi­
ments, the searing sun brought 
back thoughts of two world wars, 
as they stood in Vernon’s city- 
centre park and honored their 
fallen in a memorial service.
(See Additional Pictures—Page 7)
Okanagan Shippers 
Board Re-Elected
Board of directors of the Okan­
agan Federated Shippers Associ­
ation was given a vote of confi­
dence at the annual meetinng. 
All directors were re-elected for 
another year,.
Re-elected were: K. W. Kin- 
nard, Associated Growers, Ver­
non; Phil Sterling, B.C. Fruit 
Shippers Ltd., Vernon: Ken
Wynne, Vernon Fruit Union, Ver­
non; George Clarke, Kelowna 
Growers Exchange, Kelowna;
Kelowna Red Gross 
To Honor Workers
Donors, supporters and volun-. 
teer workers will be given 
recognition tomorrow afternoon 
at an executive meeting of the 
Kelowna branch of the Canna- 
dian Red Cross Society.
High on the list of those to be 
acknowledged at the meeting, in 
the Comunity Health Centre 
annex at 4 p.m., will be blood 
donors who have qualified for 
their buttons for 10 and 20 dona­
tions.
Thirty-six donors have quail 
fied for their gold buttons for 10 
donations, while 11 qualified for 
the maple leaf buttonn for 20 
donations,(Thirty others qualified 
for the maple leaf button pre­
viously, l
Along with the maple leaf but 
tons go citations, signed by Gov,- 
Gen. Vincent Massey, as honor 
ary president of CRCS.
Those to be given recognition 
tomorrow are those who qualified 
at tho fall clinic held Inst Octo­
ber. Buttons and citationns for 
those who qualified at the May 
clinic will be presented later. 
MERIT CERTIFICATES 
The Kelowna branch also will 
present certificates of merit to 
Donald Bruand and Miss Judith 
Myrtle of the Okanagan Mission 
elementary school staff for- 10 
years of continuous service to 
Junior Red Cross.
The executive also will receive 
a gift of a wheel chair from the 
ladies of the local Lions Club. 
The chair will augment tho Red 
Cross Society’s loan cupboard 
equipment.
Acting Mayor Donald Horton 
and Harry Rnikes, regional Red 
Cross chairman, will assist with 
the presentations to the following 
donors: (all are from Kelowna 
unless otherwise indicated):
(Ten donation) B, Bnchmnnn, 
Glenmorc: W. II. Beairsto, East 
Kelowna; Mrs. Marjorie Brown,
See RED CROSS Page 10
Four Foreign Ministers 
Resume 'Make-Break' Talks
GENEVA (Routers) -  The Big 
Four foreign ministers met in pri­
vate today at. the beginning of n 
"make or break" week off talks 
on Berlin,
The ’East-y/ost ministers were 
■roperled to have reached a crisis 
point In their moiillt li ng negotia­
tions here, Most "observers pre­
dicted that: they., will produce n 
temporary agreement on Berlin 
that would pave the way lor a
Today's meeting was at the 
villa of Foreign Minister Clro 
myko, The three Western minis­
ters met for nn Itntiiv with Ileln 
rich von Brentano, West Germnn 
foreign minister, before going to 
Gromyko’s villa,
Meanwhile, American, British 
and Soviet delegates, returned to 
work on their negotiations to 
bring a permanent end to nuclear 
tests, The two sides .already 
have agreed on 17 articles of an 
summit meeting later this sum-iihtorrintlonnl treaty to ban the 
mer. , " 1 ■ ■ ’■ itests.
The veterans, former members 
of the 2nd CMR’s of the First 
World War-and the Ninth Armor­
ed Regiment (BCD) of the Sec­
ond World War, marched 
through city streets from Poison 
Park to the cenotaph for the ser­
vice, wearing the black berets of 
the BCD’s and the French grey 
of the CMR’s.
Following the cenotaph serv­
ice, conducted by the Rev. Arthur 
W. Dobson of the Vernon United 
Church, the parade marched off, 
led by the streamlined young 
femmes of the girls’ cadet band, 
under BCD RSM Bob Hodgson.
In the business meeting fol­
lowing the service, at Vernon 
Armory, Bill Granger of Pentic­
ton was elected president, with 
Frank Bull as secretary-treasur­
er. The site of the 1960 reunion 
will be the Peach City.
WAR HISTORY .
Former BCD major, M. V. 
“Mickey” McGuire of Vernon re­
ported to 0»e meeting that there 
was $1,000 In the kitty for a pub­
lication of the regiment’s war 
history, and Hodgson said the 
history’s copyright was being ar­
ranged by Major John Corner, 
at which time the vets would be 
asked for $5,000 to complete the 
production of the work.
Veterans from , all over the 
province were Included in the 
gathering as well as BCD veterari 
R. J. Brown of Rutland, Sask. 
He hpd travelled the lengthiest 
distance to attend.
George Hamilton of Richmond, 
a stranger to tho Okanagan for 
40 years, paid a chance visit to 
Kelowna, and became a guest of 
the "Whizzbnngs,” _ ns the vets' 
organization nro cnlled, on tho 
basis of his service with the 2nd 
CMR’s in the first wnr.
Dob Tussle, executive member 
of the BPOE, Port Alberni, nlso 
became a chance visitor nt his 
first reunion since tho Second 
World Wnr, sinco lie wins in Kel­
owna attending the Elks’ provin­
cial convention and received nn 
invltntlon to nttend from his old 
comrades,
At the evening bnnquet' Mayor 
Frank Becker welcomed tho 
yets, Newly - elected president 
Granger was nmong the speak­
ers, ' , '
VICTORIA (CP) — Attorney 
General Bonner h a s  repri­
manded Magistrate Oscar Orr of 
Vancouver for saying he thinks 
most motorists accused of im­
paired driving are guilty ,— 
whether they are convicted or 
not.
“Frankly, it is a comment that 
should not have been made,”, the 
attorney-general said.
"The question of guilt or in­
nocence is to be decided by the 
court purely on the basis of evi­
dence and not one's opinion.” 
Magistrate Orr made his com­
ment as he dismissed a charge 
of impaired driving against Ed- 
gare Cline, 39, of Vancouver.
THE STATEMENT
He said: “The reason they get 
acquitted, of course, is that the 
legal proof doesn’t  satisfy the 
tribunal . . . that ,is what I  be 
lieve”
Vancouver criminal lawyer An­
gelo Branca also took issue with 
the remarks.
"I disagree violently,” he said. 
"On the contrary, there are too 
many convictions on insufficient 
evidence.”
However, Richmond Magistrate 
R. C. Palmer defended Magis  ̂
trate Orr’s statement as being 
"to a very large degree true.
“It happens in court that you 
know a certain thing is true, but 
proving it legally is a different 
matter.”
Max de Pfyffer, Cascade Co­
operative Union, Kelowna; An­
drew Bennie, Penticton Co-opera­
tive Growers, Penticton; and 
Ernest Hill, Southern Co-operative 
Exchange, Oliver.
Personnel of most standing com­
mittees were re - appointed, the 
main exception being the resigna 
tion of F. L. Fitzaptrick of Rut­
land from the industry labor 
negotiating committee on which 
he served as chairman for the 
past 17 years.
Other changes were made to 
replace packing house managers 
who left the industry. L. R 
Stephens was reappointed secre­
tary-manager of Okanagan Feder­
ated Shippers.
Following recommendations of 
the royal commission report, the 
packing house men adopted a 
uniform minimum sliding scale 
of handling charges for culls. The 
new scale is much higher and 
more realistic.
Progress was reported in efforts 
to establish a uniform method of 
accounting to growers. Further 
meetings of the committee for 
drawing up the standard form 
and method are planned.
The new plan involves account­
ing to the grower by the pound 
rather than by the package.
Presiding over the two-day 
provincial convention of the 
Elks in Kelowna is president 
Henry "Hank” Gaddes, New 
Westminster, above. The order 
sjtarted . their convention Jhis 
Mornihg with registration, get- 
together and parade through 
city streets.
LAKE LEVEL
Level today -(unofficial) .  101.66
Level one week a g o ___101.03
Level one year a g o ......... 101.61
Agreed maximum ______ 102.50
Agreed minimum 98.50
Record high, June, 1948 104.82
McRae Urges 
'Canada First'
ST. ANDREWS, N.B. (CP) — 
A -national tariff policy "which 
put# Canadian interests first’ 
was urged today by Ian F. Me 
Rae, president of the Canadian 
Manufacturers’ Association, in an 
address to the Association’s an 
nual meeting. Coupled with this 
Mr. McRae asked management 
labor and government to make 
an all-out assault on production 
costs. Labor, he said, must 
realize thtat to go on as it has 
been doing is to invite still 
higher prives and still more un­
employment.
JOHN R. GOWANS, popular 
Kelowna Senior High school 
mathematics a n d  physics 
teacher is leaving for a new 
post in Coquitlam at the end 
of the current term, he told 
The Courier today. Mr. Gow- 




A Canadian Press survey from 
6 p.m. Friday, to Midnight, Sun­
day,, showed across Canada 25 
traffic fatalities, 19 boating and 
swimming deaths and one mis­
cellaneous death.
Ontario led with 19 fatalities. 
Quebec reported 13 traffic fat­
alities and three drownlngs.
The other provinces’ weekend 
denths, with traffic fatalities in 
brackets:
Now Brunswick 1 (1); Sask­
atchewan 2 (2); Alberta 2 (1); 
British Columbia 2 (2), Three 
persons were drowned in the 
Yukon Territory.
$150,000 Peachland Blaze 
Throws Fifty Out-Of-Work
About 50 men are out of work i Peachland mill, 
today as a result of a $150,000 A stiff wind hampered efforts 
fire Saturday at the Trautman- to extinguish the fire, but it was
A middle-aged woman suffered 
a broken arm shortly after noon 
Sunday when the auto in which 
she was riding was struck by 
another auto and turned on its 
side at the Harvey-Richter inter 
section.
Hospital authorites this mom 
ing reported Mrs. Marie Wilson, 
542 Rosemead Ave;, was in 
good condition.
She was removed from the 
auto by ambulance attendants of 
the Kelowna fire department, 
while the auto was on its right 
side.
Police said the car in which 
Mrs. Wilson was riding was pro­
ceeding east on Harvey and 
driven by her daughter, Mrs. 
Mary Sundin.
SMALL AUTO
The small English auto was 
struck on the left rear by an 
auto proceeding south and driven, 
according to police, by  Ray­
mond C. Harder of Beavcrdell.
The smaller car was bowled 
over by the impact, while the 
Harder car remained upright 
and almost undamaged. Nobody 
else was hurt.
Garraway Ltd. sawmill at 
Peachland.
The blaze, believed to have 
started in a fuel bunker, about 
5 p.m. roared through the power­
house and tho actual mechanical 
section of the plan.
Tho conflagration wns battled 
by, members of tho Poachlnnd 
and Wcstbnnk volunteer fire bri­
gades, a B.C. Forest Service unit 
and men and machinery from S. 
M. Simpson Ltd., who own the,
WEATHER
Sunny this morning, clouding 
over this afternoon. Cloudy with 
frequent sunny periods Tuesday. 
A few showers this afternoon. 
Winds light occasionally south­
erly 15 th is , afternoon. Low to­
night and high Tuesday nt Kel­
owna 45 and 72, Temperatures 
recorded Snturdny 43 nnd 70, Sun­
day 42 and 68 with ,01 inohes of 
rain.
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
Kcnora, Ont. ________  80
Whitehorse, Y.T. 33
IMPAIRED DRIVERS FINED
Two men have been fined $100 
and costs each on charges of im­
paired driving. Allan Gordon 
•Campbell nnd Arthur Edwards 
fioth appeared before Magistrate 
Donald, White in city police court.
deemed under control by about 
6:30 p.m.
STAND GUARD
At press time, a crew was still 
standing by the smoking rubble 
with hoses, to guard against any 
possibility of the fire starting 
again.
jack Garraway, Manager of 
tho' operation told Tho Daily 
Courier he may have men there 
for "another duy or so" to avoid 
a recurrence.
The mill employed 36 men at 
the site,' with about 15 in the 
woods. Mr. Garraway states the 
date for reopening' will bo an­
nounced !'a little inter.”





By THE ASSOCIATED1 PRESS 
WASHINGTON —  T h e  
United States Post Office de­
partment today announced 
the first successful mail deli­
very by guided missile.
The Missile, a Navy Regu- 
lus I was launched by a 
U.S. submarine in the Atlan­
tic and landed at t h e  
auxiliary Naval Air Station 
at Mayport, near Jackson­
ville, Florida. The distance 
the missile travelled was not 
disclosed.
The cargo of 3,000 let­
ters arrived safely.
Meanwhile, from Edward's Air 
Force Base in California, a brief 
announcement from the United 
States Air Force said the rocket 
ship X-15, expected some day 
to carry man 100 miles high at 
4,000 miles an hour, succesfully 
made its first glide test today.
The announcement said every­
thing went according to plan.
This meant the ship was drop­
ped at 38,000 feet from a B-52 
mother plane, glided for four or 
five minutes, and landed on a 
dry lake bed at 230 miles^an 
hour.
Later this year the X-15 will 
undergo tests with jet engines. 
Next year all-out flight with 
rocket engines is planned. 
100-MILE MAIL 
The U.S. Navy department es­
timated the straight-line distance 
of the rocket mail shoot at about 
100 miles.
The Regulus flies about 600 
miles an hour and today’s run 
took 22 minutes, which would 
indicate a total flight of well 
above TOO miles, including any 
changes of course and the land­
ing maneouvres.
While the American disclo­
sures were being made, British 
authorities in London said 
Britain’s secret “ flying saucer” 
had made its first success­
ful flight.
.The saucer, an oval disc of 
polished aluminum, 30 feet long 
and 24 feet wide, has been under 
trial on the Isle of Wight off the 
south coast for several months.
It has been designed to skim 
along a few feet above the earth's 
surface on a cushion of air forced 
downwards from the machine It­
self.
LATE FLASH ES
Mountie's Alleged Assailant Faces Court
MAILLARDVILLE (CP)—Basil Joe, 22, was remanded In 
custody for one week when he appeared in police court here 
today to face a charge of attempting to murder nn RCMP con­
stable. Joe wns chnrged after Constable John D, S. Clark wns 
shot in the chest while investigating a brawl at tho Colony 
Farm Indian Reserve.
Billy Graham To Meet Russian Leaders
LONDON (AP)—American evangelist Billy Graham said 
today he may fly to Russia Thursday for a few days to meet 
religious leaders, But he told n press conference he has no 
plans to conduct a crusade there,
B.C. ROUNDUP
Man JCC
NEI-HON (CP) -  Wilfred Do-f 
wad of Burnaby, B.C., !>nx been! 
rd president of (lie R,(!,-| 
Junior Chamber of Com* 
nt the ui'gnnizntiqp’s 23rd 
annunl meeting here,
The'Burnaby contractor, form*! 
or national jayceo vice-president, I 
defeated Raymond Ro\yns|ey pfj 
Victoria la elections held KiUur-i 
„day iilgld '!
Gerald Woodslde of Prince Ru­
pert* retiring president, was nam- 
i( ed by acclamation to succeed Do- 
Vnd ns national vice-president, 
'The chamber will hold Its next 
annual meet nt Port Alberni next 
May, Penticton nlso sought tho 
I960 convention, ' > ■/'
Iv Keegan, Spokane, Wnsh., 
lawyer told m ore than 350 dele­
gates nnd visitors the jayeees 
were in a gjXKl position to help1
In the fight against alcoholism, | 
Describing himself ns once a 
"skid row li|sh", Mr. Keogani 
sold there nre more than 6,000,0001 
alcoholics.'In Cqnndn nnd the 
United States.
Be said it is North America's 
third greatest killer, 1 |
"P enn  think of no |p;oup of' 
young (nen In a better position 
to .help' with this problem, .■ ,> ,! 
than'tho,so of the jayeeep," 
lie was given h throe-minute 
Stnndltig ovntion following the ad­
dress, ; ■ i . ‘ ,
VANCOUVER (CP) -  A 38- 
year-bid woman who left a subur­
ban Burnaby hospital Saturday 
with h«r two-day-old son, Sunday 
wns found at the home of friends 
In nearby Richmond.
The W0i|tnn, described by hos­
pital officials ns being emotion­
ally disturbed, left the hospital 
wearing only pnjnmus and a 
dressing gown, Tho baby was 
wrapped in a blanket,
The hospital snld tho Infant wns 
In good condition, Both will re- 
'main with the Richmond funnily,
VICTORIA 'CPi -  Defence 
Minister Penrkeii say,5 the Royal 
Canadian Navy Is” considering 
use of .hclicoptcrc bit Its destroy­
er-escort vessels to' aid' in anti­
submarine operations.
The defence' minister, Imre foh 
tho commissioning Saturday of 
thu Terra Nova, latest addition 
to Canada’s destroyer - escort 
fleet, said he had himself land­
ed In a helicopter on the deck of 
oho of the new vessels and wns 
impressed with tho possibilities.
t » ' ' 1 1 , '■
P  ■ b
Mr, Penrkes said the navy’s 
role will be strictly confined to 
anti-submarine defence, For the 
moment this meant concentration 
on tho jdstroyer - escort.
A'skcd whether his department 
contemplated use of nntl-snb- 
innrine sub-marines, the mlnlstor 
said the RCN has three crews on 
the Atlantic const working with 
submarines, loaned by the Royal | 
Navy "but actually our thinking 
Is pot along submarine lines."
VANCOUVER (CPI -  Cana- 
dlnn Communist party lender Tim 
Buck Sunday .ended his party'a 
three-day B.C. convention with 
nn hour-long speech 'before 100 
.British Columbia and Yukon del­
egates. '
Brt B.C. ROUNDUP—Page 10 j
TOP DRILL TEAM—British 
Columbia Elks, holding their 
annual convention in Kelowna
this w eek,got a real klckroff 
this morning wpcn thclr na­
tionally*- famed drill team,
(shown above) paraded through 
the streets and nt City Park, 
The plcturq shows Urn color­
fully garbed team marching in 
front of tho parky entrance.—. 
(Courier photo — print* avail­
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Conventions Can Mean Much 
To Any City's Economy
Anione with any knowledge of the very 
intense rivalry which exists between Wenat­
chee and Yakima in the State of Washington 
will appreciate that the latter must be doing 
quite well with conventions when the former 
holds it up as the shiny example of how con­
ventions should be handled.
While not concerned with whether Wenat­
chee or Yakima is the convention centre of 
Washington, the people of this area might be 
interested in and learn something from cer­
tain pertinent remarks of the subject of con­
ventions, carried by the Wenatchee D aily  
W orld . That newspaper said:
Yakima is rapidly becoming THE Con­
vention City of the state.
At one time last week Yakima was suc­
cessfully entertaining conventions of the 
Allied Daily Newspapers of Washington, the 
Auto Dealers of Washington and a state 
Baptist association.
Wenatchee has made its own strides in 
convention hosting in the past few years. The 
Pacific International Circulation Managers 
Convention now underway here is the 14th 
to be staged in Wenatchee this year.
But before the thre aforementioned con­
ventions converged on Yakima last week, 
that city's total was already 21. And Yakima 
only counts as “major”, conventions that 
include 150 people or more.
While Wenatchee is well on the way in its 
convention campaign, Yakima apparently 
has already arrived. Realizing the amount of 
fresh money a convention brings into a city, 
we might be forgiven for allowing our envy 
to show it we ask, “How did Yakima get 
that wav?'’
One of the first steps was the formation 
of a Tourist and Convention Bureau that is 
an offshoot of the Chamber of Commerce. 
The bureau is financed by businesses that 
directly profit from conventions and tour­
ists. It is headed by Jack McMahon.
McMahon points out that to qualify as a 
convention headquarters, a city must have 
two things: Space to house, feed, and meet 
the delegates; and a friendly attitude by the 
home folks toward visitors.
Completion of the 200-room Chinook 
Hotel-a few years ago was really the wedge 
with which Yakima opened up the conven­
tion purse. The Chinook can not only house 
the visitors, it has rooms designed specifically 
lor meetings.
But that Was only a start. With the auto 
dealers occupying the Chinook Hotel last 
week, the newspapermen were adequately 
housed at a new motel— the Holiday—with 
the overflow in the Cabana. The Holiday 
Motel was built just over a year ago, has 50 
units, but most important has a large dining 
room, banquet room, and meeting facilities. 
It also has a swimming pool, It is an all- 
inclusive convention site.
And with the sample of convention bene­
fits that Yakima has tasted, a building ex­
pansion program of tourist facilities is under­
way.;
' McMahon says that a 90-unit motel addi­
tion is planned by the Chinook Hotel. It will 
be on the ground now occupied by the park­
ing lot, and will include an indoor swimming 
pool. Another 50-unit travel lodge is going in.
By the end of summer there will be six 
motels equipped with swimming pools. And 
when planned expansion is completed Yaki­
ma will enter the competition for national 
conventions.
How successful Yakima has been in its 
start is shown by the fact that last year the 
city hosted almost 60 major conventions.
According to McMahon, regional organiz­
ations are showing a preference for holding 
conventions in cities smaller that Portland, 
Seattle, and Spokane— the only ones before 
Yakima really equipped to handle a king- 
:ized convention. He figures that is partly 
because a conventioning group is lost in a 
•big city. The people don't even know it's 
there. But in a town the size of Yakima, the 
300 auto dealers created a big splash and the 
town made an effort to make them feel wcl 
come.
McMahon points out that there can be no 
“gouging” of guests by stores if a town is to 
become a convention headquarters. The same 
prices must prevail during a convention as 
before or after. The citizenry must make 
special effort to be courteous and friendly 
Yakima's biggest convention this year was 
the 1,400-dclcgate state P-TA convention 
and McMahon says that's about as large as 
facilities will provide good service to. When 
planned construction is completed, a 2,500- 
member convention will be possible.
McMahon keeps a list of 800 groups that 
stage conventions in the state, and the bureau 
actively courts them. Best salesmen, though, 
are the home town members of a group plug­
ging to stage the convention there.
While Yakima may be ahead of Wenat­
chee in convention business, Yakimans are 
still envious of our tourist possibilities. There 
are few things to specifically bring vacation­
ers to Yakima to spend a week or two. We 
have many lake resorts nearby.
To show how seriously Yakima is going 
out after the tourist business is the change 
in the town’s slogan. Instead of “Fruit Bowl 
of the Nation!” (with which Yakima used 
to try to compete with our “Apple Capital 
of the World” ), you'll now see prominently 
posted the phrase, “Yakima, the Sunshine 
City”, and “Have Fun in the Sun in Yakima.” 
Apparently the people feel that tourists 
won’t come out to see fruit on the trees, but
will stop to vacation in the sun.
Anyone who discounts the economic value 
of the tourist and convention business is 
hiding his head in the economic sand. Na­
tionwide, it may be the second largest in- 
dustry.
Wenatchee made a big step toward the 
convention big time .when it hosted the dis­
trict Lions convention here this spring. By 
utilizing meeting and feeding facilities of the 
new Pioneer Junior High, we were able to 
handle 900 delegates. :
Although we may lack the complete fa­
cilities for the really big conventions, we can 
regularly handle the intermediate ones nicely. 
If we show by our friendliness and coruteous 
treatment that we are at heart a convention 
city, the facilities for more and bigger affairs 
will follow. '
-  OR CUSTERS 
L / t f T F l G H T
PERRAULT SAYS:
Followed Politics 
Since 8 Years Old
by JIM PEACOCK .,. organizer for the province. As
BATTLE OF THE LITTLE BIG HORN
Deny Canuck Army Officers 
Singled Out For Tough Jobs
Canadian Press Staff Writer
VANCOUVER l CP i -W hen Ray 
Perrault was a boy of eight his 
grandfather took him to a Liberal 
pp"*r political meeting.
That was 25 years ago and to­
day he says: ‘T v  been deeply 
interested in politics ever since."
Now, at 33, Raymond Joseph 
Perrault is leader of the Liberal 
party in British Columbia. He 
was chosen in May at a provin­
cial convention and moved from 
the backroom tasks of organizer 
into the centre-stage limelight.
FOR CLEAN POLITICS
A husky, non-smoking bachelor 
born and raised in Vancouver, he 
is a self-styled reformer who 
terms himself a “modern Lib­
eral" and who calls tor morality 
and Integrity in politics.
He says there is a need for n 
redefinition of the rights of the 
individual and calls for an end 
to “the dangerous trend toward 
statism."
Mr. Perrnult’s family back­
ground starts in Quebec, from 
where the family went to the 
United States and then to B.C. He 
attended elementary and second­
ary schools in Vancouver, then 
majored in political science and 
conomieS" at the University of 
British Columbia from which he 
graduated with a bachelor of 
arts degree in 1947,
On graduation he became a 
news editor with a Vancouver ra­
dio station. Later he entered the 
advertising and public relations 
field.
Ha became a career politician 
on a paid, full-time basis about 
a year ago when he took on the 
job of B.C. Liberal Federation 
executive secretary and party
leader, he will continue to b« 
paid by the party since he has 
no private means of support.
AIDED ARTHUR LAING
His active political work goes 
much farther back.although he 
has never been a candidate for 
public office.
His first real activity came in 
the federal election of 1949 when 
he was a member of’ the cam­
paign 3taff of Arthur Laing, the 
man he succeeded as B.C. party 
leader. Mr. Laing was elected 
MP for Vancouver South in the 4j[ 
19-19 vote.
In 1952, Mr Perrault was an 
observer at the United States Re* 
Dublican convention at which 
President Eisenhower was nom­
inated and in 1955 he went to the 
United Kingdom to study politics 
during that year’s election cam­
paign.
An enthusiastic student of Brit­
ish Liberalism, he maintains a 
close liaison with the British 
party. His pro{x>sal for employee 
profit-sharing and co-ownership, 
adopted as party policy by the 
provincial convention, came from 
the U.K.
PRACTICAL POLITICIAN
He is described as basically a 
practical politician and his name 
was being mentioned for the job 
of national organizer at the time 
he won the B.C. leadership.
A man with a deep, booming 
voice, he doesn’t spare the politi­
cal cliches. Here are some he 
used in his acceptance speech al 
the party convention: “Get the 
show back on the road." "No 
more sacred cows.” “No more 
hangdog Liberalism." “Sir Wil­
frid Laurier is speaking to us to­
day from on high."
Mr. Perrault stands five feet. 
10 inches tall and weighs 175 
pounds.
By TOM MITCHELL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
MONTREAL (CP) — The Can- 
loan Army Officers Association, 
holding its second national reun­
ion wants the final equeleh put 
on suggestions its members were 
ill-used during volunteer duties 
with the British Army during the 
Second World War.
Jack McBride of Montreal, who 
served with the 51st Highland Di­
vision from Normandy through to 
VE Day, put it this way:
“We were promised platoons in 
battalions that were ready for the 
invasion. The beef at this end 
would have been if the British 
hadn’t kept their promise to give 
us front-line duty.”
Canloan was the code name 
given to an operation in which 
the British Army recruited Cana­
dian junior officers in 1944 as the 
European invasion loomed. It was 
brought into the limelight last
month through a statement by, on I don’t know how many fronts 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr. in re- 18 the African desert, Sicily, 
ply to criticism of American war. Burma. It was a wonder they had 
policy by Britain’s Field Marshal any left.”
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
Viscount Montgomery 
HIGH CASUALTY RATE
Mr. Roosevelt, a former Ameri­
can naval officer, said Montgom­
ery owed Canada an explanation 
for the high casualty rate in Can- 
loan.
Of 1he group’s 678 volunteers— 
all but 50 of them infantry offi­
cers—128 were killed in action, 
10 wounded and 27 taken 
prisoner. The total casualty rate 
was 75 per cent—more than that 
of any other Canadian unit.
George Beck of Toronto, asso­
ciation president who served with 
Britain’s South Staffordshire Reg­
iment in Europe, said Mr. Roose­
velt,was “illogical” when he said 
it was odd that Britain sould face 
a shortage of junior officers after 
five years of war.
“Naturally they were running 
short of manpower after fighting
e Hose In History
In a few days now, roses will be. bursting 
out all over town. Roses do particularly well 
in the Okanagan and again this year garden­
ers have been giving their usual royal treat­
ment to what has been called the "queen of 
flowers.” One cannot even.guess at the num­
ber of rose bushes that grace, gardens across 
the land, but" it is a fair guess that they get 
more attention than any other flower. And 
statisticians tell us that roses account for 
more than fifty per cent of the value of all 
cut flowers sold in North America.
The rose is no| just a regional or national 
favorite— although four of United States have 
adopted it as their state flower. For centur­
ies and in many lands it has captured the 
imagination of artists and poets as well as 
gardeners. Hindu mythology relates that one 
of the wives of Vishnu was found in a rose.
Turks believe the rose originated from the
SPREAD AROUND
He said the Canloan officers 
"were in every regiment of the 
British 2nd Army so we couldn’t 
have been singled out for the bad 
jobs.”
A. H. Pierce of Montreal, chair­
man of the reunion, said Canloan 
operated “ in such a manner that 
all officers were fed into the front 
lines. Its structure was unique in 
that there were no rear echelon 
troops. It was natural that they 
would absorb high casualties as 
front-line troops."
About 125 of the 426 known Can- 
loan members a t t e n d e d  the 
group’s second national reunion 
set to coincide with 15th anniver­
sary of D Day. They held a mess 
dinner at which Gen. Sir Neil 
Ritchie, commanding officer of 
the British Army’s 12th Corps dur­
ing the war, was guest speaker.
perspiration of Mohammed. The Christmas 
rose is said to have first sprung up at the 
feet of a shepherd’s daughter who hud no 
gift to present the Christ Child. Glcopatra Is 
said to have covered the floor of her palace 
with roses a foot and a half deep when she 
entertained Mark Anthony. And hvc report­
edly chose a white rosebud to take with her 
when she was banished from the Garden of 
. Eden.
The rose is well established in the lan­
guage. Ever since the Greeks , defeated the 
Persian king Xerxes in 479 B.C,, supposedly 
after planning the battle in the secrecy of a 
rose bower, "sub rosa” has been used to. 
describe anything hush-hush. And there arc 
innumerable cliches, more than enough lo 
provide “a bed of roses” if one had a dollar 




SASKATOON (CP)—Dr. Frank 
Underhill, curator of Laurier 
House in, Ottawa, says the late 
W. L, Mackenzie King was a 
pathological egoist and suffered 
from “a narcissism that turns 
one’s stomach.”




By M. McINTYRE HOOD
Special London (Eng.)
Correspondent.




Special to The Dally Courier
OTTAWA \ r- British Columbln 
has slipped \from fourth to fifth 
place among Canada's mineral 
producing provinces.
In 1958 the value of B.C. min­
erals, fell by some 120,000,000 
while Saskatchewan Increased its 
output to move into fourth place 
behind Alberta, Front-running 
provinces are Quebec and On­
tario. ; , . ' ' ■' A
The Dominion Bureau of Sfntls 
tics shows that in 1958 B.C. pro­
duced 7,4 per cent of total Can­
adian mineral output. Tills com' 
pares with an 8.2 per cent share 
In 11)57. In the, meantime, Sas­
katchewan last year 'Ihcreniied 
its share to 10,1 per cent from 
7:9 per cent In 1957 to Jump one 
place up the table.
Total British Columbia, outpuf 
last year was *157.143,008, down 
from *173,461,037 the ycpr.curl 
ter, ' ■
ucing
This also represents h  largo 
decline from 1056 when the prov­
ince’s ' mineral production was 
$203,277,828, representing 9.8 per 
cent of the total.
The largest declines woie In
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
LIKED COVERAGE
Dio Editor,
Kelowna Dally Courier, 
Dear Sir: ,
copper, down 13,517,585 pounds 
from 30,820,994 in 1037; zinc at 
428,033,938,; pounds (443,557,001); 
\coal 815,049 tons (1,113,099> and 
Iron ore 09,000 tons (384,000),, 
i Gains were recorded in natural 
gas, up to 02,052,000 cubic feet 
from 8,274,942 and crude oil 519,- 
000 barrels (340,945),
For comparisons here are the 





On behalf of the CGIT girls 
add leaders, 1 would like lo thank i£w,
Nfld,your photographer, Kent Steven­son, nnd your staff for the ex­
cellent coverage wo received on 
our group activities n few weeks
ago', ■ ' 1' " j, i 1 „ I
i , Sincerely yours,






































Dr. Underhill made the remark 
during a panel discussion,'part of 
the conference of Learned So­
cieties, on R, MacGregor Daw­
son's biography of the Liberal 
prime, minister.
Other panelists were professor 
J. R. Mallory, of McGill, who 
also referred to Mr. King’s self- 
admiration, nnd Dr, Eugene For- 
sey, director of research for the 
Canadian Labor Congress
INCREDIBLE PERSON
Dr. Underhill, in a brief, witty 
talk, said the late ]Mr, Dawson's 
book is good in that it does not 
present King ns a simple individ­
ual b u t, rather ns an1 Incredible 
one, Most persons who gain posi­
tions of great power are incred­
ible, lie ndded,
"On the one hand he was an 
Idcnllst who had certain ideas of 
what ho wanted to do; on the 
other ho was a pathological ego­
ist nnd ho suffered from a nar­
cissism that turns one’s stom­
ach,” ■ ■ 1 i ■ , ' , ,
Tli!' book brought out King’s 
re,'petite for power, nn attribute 
or most politicians, Dr, Under, 
hill said, '
In the field of labor relations, 
Dr. Underhill said, King played 
the role of a conciliator, a mnn 
who wants pence rnther than jus­
tice, '
'a p p e a s e d  t h e  HON
"In keeping with this, King al­
ways assigned the lion's slinrc to 
the lion," Dr, Underhill snld, 
Professor Mnllory said flint 
King was equipped for the re­
moteness required by -Ills ■ office, 
lie had no family responsibilities 
to absorb his desire to dominate 
add kept his d i s t a n c e  frolyi 
others,
“There was nothing to stand 
between him nnd the mirror In 
Ills admiring contemi'ilntlon of his 
career,”
KIiir’s mother, said Prof, Mul
mi-LONDON—An important 
gration of Swedish mining engi­
neers and, mine workers to the 
iron ore mines of Labrador is in 
the .making: This, summer, a 
thorough investigation of thei 
possibilities of employment for 
this t y p e  of 
p o v s o nnel in 
t h e  Labrador 
ore field is to 
be made by the 
corespondent of 




in London, lie 
told me of his 
plans for the 
trip he is to make to Labrador; 
and the rensons for It,
The propoanl for Swedish min­
ing engineers and mine workers 
to seek new homes in Canada, 
ho said, is an nftermath of the 
nationalization of the iron mines 
by the Swedish government Inst 
summer, Many of the engineers 
nnd workers are grontly dlssntls 
fieri with their working conditions 
since the nationalization wfis 
made effective, mid have been 
exploring the 'possibilities of 
Utilizing their skills nnd know!
edgo elsewhere, Their Interest In 
the Lnbrndor iron ore develop­
ment has boon, arou,soil, and my 
Informant, G, Hnilstrom, of a 
SwcdlHh press agency, Is to look 
over the situation there at first 
hand, Interviewing mining offi­
cials ns to the possibility of ab­
sorbing a subptnutlnl number of 
Swedish miners and engineers, 
nnd report bnck to Sweden. 
UMBER INDUSTRY ALSO 
Mr, Hallstrom is also interested 
in looking Into the possibilities for 
employment in Eastern Canada 
of Swedish forestry workers, The 
present ' plans for Ills visit'ace 
limited,to Labrador, nnd possibly 
Newfoundland, Quebec City nnd
Ontario as being worth a study 
from his standpoint. As a result 
of our conversation, he is now 
considering whether he can ex­
tend his.tour into Timmins, Sud­
bury nnd head of the lakes dis­
tricts of Ontario.
The mining men who arc con­
templating- migrating to Canada, 
and in particular to Labrador, 
arc alt engineers and workers 
who are skilled in the mining 
methods employed in Sweden. 
These, Mr. Hallstrom, from what 
lie had already learned of the 
operations in Lnbrndor, are very 
similar to those employed there. 
They felt that there was a splen­
did opportunity for them to make 
a new start in that pnrt of Can- 
ndn. Mr. Hallstrom’s mission is 
to get the facts, nnd to find out 
to what extent their hopes of 
gainful employment might be 
realized there.
10 YEARS AGO 
Juits, 1949
Jim Panton, recreational direc­
tor, left the city this week for 
Seattle, where he will receive his 
master of science and physical 
education degree at the Univer­
sity of Washington during gradu­
ation ceremonies Saturday.
A capacity audience packed the 
Kelowna High School last Friday 
afternoon to witness the gradua­
tion of 134 students from the high 
school. The valedictory address 
was given by Pat Carew.
20 YEARS AGO 
June, 1939
Alderman Gibb was given in­
struction to proceed at once with 
the purchase of necessary street 
signs to complete the naming of 
all city streets.. Suitable; stop 
signs also will be purchased. 
When the new stop signs are 
available, the city will be re­
vamped and the only through 
thoroughfares will be Bernard 
and Pendozi (Pandosy).
30 YEARS AGO 
June, 1929
On Friday last the construction 
crew of the Okanagan Telephone 
Company completed the work of 
replacing in position between 
Kelowna City Park and the west 
shore of Okanagan Lake a new 
submarine cable, replacing that 
which had been in service since 
1912 and of late had been show­
ing moisture, trouble.
49 YEARS AGO 
June, 1919
After receiving evidence from 
employers and employees, a 
minimum wage of $14 a week 
for a 48-hour week for females 
over 18 years of age engaged in 
public housekeeping occupations 
has been established by the Mini­
mum Wage Board of the prov
ir.ee. Where room and board are 
provided, a deduction of $3 a 
week for the room and $5.25 for 
board will be allowed.
50 YEARS AGO 
June, 1909
Motor cars will soon be as com­
mon as buggies around Kelowna. 
Dr. Huycke has acquired Mr. F. 
Billings fine McLaughlin-Buick 
18-20 four cylinder runabout, 
which was driven down from 
Vernon by Mr. Billings himself. 
Mr. W. Scott brought his hand­
some new automobile, down from 
Vernon on Monday. The trip was 
made in one hour and 45 minutes, 
including a stop at Oyama of 
several minutes. The motor car 
has come to the valley to stay, 






Kelowna P0 2-4444 
RUDY'S TAXI
Opposite the Post Office 
1485 Ellis St.
BIBLE BRIEF
Who shall ascend Into the hill 
of the LordT—FSalms 24:3.
Your hands must bo clean of 
unworthy deeds nnd your heart 
pure with no evil thoughts,
u1
S t
lory, was a siwilled woman who Montreal, In the latter two plnco#
bullied- her family nnd "never 
quite f o r g n V e 1 her father for 
somehow muffing the rebellion,”
POPULAR DOGS
Smooth v halted terrier#, 
first shown in Drltnin about 10 A 
8.2|,years ago, were,developed from 
3,8 earlier hunting dog breed#. 1
he hopes to talk to some of the 
officials In the mining and for­
estry Industrie#, and secure a 
clear picture of their require­
ments for skilled workers, 1 
\ i suggested to h im , that ho 
should go, much farther afield in 
Canada with Ills Investigations, 
and pointed'nut tho mining nnd 
Iforcriry, potentialities of Northern
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Central and North Okanagan j 
students were well represented By Courier Correspondent I school at Wcstbank Friday night, 
in the pass list of full and condi- WESTBANK — Graduation — when 10 students bid farewell 
tioned undergraduates as releas- that most important day in the, after completing their grade 12 
ed today by Victoria College, fol- life of high school students—j successfully. They were all that
lowing sessional examinations in came 
the faculty and college of educa­
tion. !
Of the 36 students from the! 
Central and North Okanagan who 
passed first and second year ex­
aminations, 15 are from Vernon, 
seven from Kelowna and one 
from Rutland.
Names on the pass list and of 
interest to Daily Courier read­
ers are as follows:
FIRST YEAR 
Full undergraduates:
Bluewaters Subdivision Plan 
Receives Conditional Approval
PEACHLAND — Grant of $50 
was made to the Women's In- 
| stitute to be applied towards the 
second!care °f 'he cenotaph grounds.
class (listed in order of merit)—I The municipal council felt that 
Joan L. Hatten, Vernon; Kum-i»» recent years adequate care of 
iko Oishi, Vernot.; Walter R . Cal-,'he cenotaph lawn and flower 
ver, Salmon Arm; Jeanette K r a i ,  I beds was started too late in the 
Enderby: passed (listed alphe-! season, and in view of the im- 
betically) — Corry-Ann Barnes, j provements made in the curb- 
Lavington; Lucille Milke, Kel- ing and fencing during 1958, this 
owna; passed with supplemental
(alphebetically)—Sharon Everett, 
Vernon; Faye Neal, Falkland;
neglet should be remedied.
PARK PURPOSES 
After having viewed a lot
Madeline Schuster, Vernon: ere- which J. Z. Blower had offeredi carry out the plans and specifi- 
dit in certain subjects—Frieda j  to purchase, to add to his pre-j cations of the engineer, Mr. Wan- 
Hait, Kelowna; Gertrude Herr-'sent property as part of his pub-! nop and associates, and as sub­
approved by the medical health 
officer.
CONDITIONAL SIGNING
The approving officer was em­
powered and instructed to sign 
the subdivision plan and water 
layout plan as submitted to the 
council by Mr. Gaddcs on behalf 
of Pacific and Okanagan Re 
sources Ltd., subject to;
(a) The further approval of 
the provincial department of 
health, (b> the avowed intention 
on the part of the subdivider to
At
KELOWNA HIGH'S TOP GIRL ATHLETE REWARDED
Proud recipient and beaming 
donor are shown with Golden 
Owl trophy, awarded annually 
to Kelowna high's best girl ath­
lete in graduating class. This 
year's winner, Sally MacNeil 
(right), was presented with 
trophy at KSH during gradua­
tion ceremonies by Mrs. Eu­
gene Ashley, who, with her hus­
band, donated trophy. Several 
other awards were presented
at same time. Dozens of club 
awards will be given out at a 
special assembly Wednesday 
afternoon. (Courier staff 
photo—prints available)
The Daily Courier
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Rutland Awards
By Courier Correspondent ,vid Geen; Elaine Patro; Thelma
'Sapinsky. (Grade 11) Honorable 
.R utland  — A special awardsj mention: Alan Bealby. (Grade 
day assembly was held at the; i‘q> Mary Uyeyama; honorable 
Rutland junior-senior high school j mention: Anne Gustafson; Annie 
Friday afternoon to finish pre-j Sakamoto. (Grade 9) Honorable 
scntaticnof awards from the 1958-, mention: Shri Geen; Elizabeth 
59 season to graduates and under-i Mowat; Chrissie Shunter. (Grade 
graduates. ■ | 8) Diana Casorso; Evert Hoog-
Some of the major awards ih'i ers; Anne Patro (2); Sharon Tan- 
the list below were presented to ; emura (2); Ken Witske (2); hon- 
graduates at the [commencement! orabl'e mention: Wendy Hyam; 
exercises at the Rutland school [ Bob Naka; Ken Gelhorn; Ellen 
a week earlier. | Kyle; Ruth Pcnninga. (Grade 7)
Awards and their winners are'Honorable mention: Irene Apple-
ling, Kelowna: Lynn Palmer, j lie camping grounds, the coun-
Vernon; Laurel Wakefield, Ver-.cil decided that the area unable 
non. for building purposes was too
SECOND YEAR j small to be practicable, and that
Full and conditioned under-,the remainder of the property 
graduates: second class (in order was good for only park and ro­
of merit)—Jo-Anne Gingell, Ver- creation purposes. If the small 
non: Myrtle Toma, Vernon: Kar-'part, suitable for building was 
en Hoover, Armstrong; Florence!used, the remainder would be- 
Seminiuk, Vernon; Joyce Arn-lcome inaccessible. A portion of
as follows: (Figures after awards 
indicate number , of times recipi­
ent has received similar award.)
Academic a n d  citizenship 
trophy: David Geen.
Junior council / citizenship 
trophy: Chrissie Shunter.
Honor awards: David Geen
(3); Bernice Kyle; Fred Larsen; 
Mary Uyeyama; Louise Wostra- 
dowski (2>.
, Academic awards: (Grade 12) 
Julie Lapeyre (3>; honorable 
mention: Sharon Wngeman; Da-
ton; June Chiba; David Flavel; 
Gladys Schuster; Ricky Whit­
taker,
Service awards: David • Geen 
(6): Dolores Bach (2); Mary- 
Anna Kirschner (2); Bert Knez- 
acek (2) ; Fred Larsen; Margaret 
Morrison (2); Tata Nakahara; 
Elaine Patro; Mona Porter; 
Mavis Sauer; Ian Schierbeck; 
Chrissie Shunter; Gail Steven­
son; Duane Thomson; Sharon 
Wagemnn; Glen Wood; Carol 
Wostradow?ki; Louise Wostra-
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
, TORONTO (CP) — Industrials 
and base metals- were the major 
losers today in ' light morning 
trading on the stock market.
On index, industrials, declined 
more than one-half while base 
metals' dipped just under one- 
half, ■ Holds, and Western oils 
were1 off around one-quarter 
point.
The 11 n.m. volume wns 897,- 
000 share's compared with Fri­
day’s 650,000 at the same hour. 
Elder Mines, last week's lend­
er among the speculntlves, was 
off 20 cents at $1,60,
Among Industrials steels and 
refining oils were easier. Algomn 
steel lost 4  at 364 while B.A. 
oil was down % at 3G%; Imperial 
Oil and Steel Company of, Can 
ndu lost fractions. Dominion 
Stores had n 14 point setback at 
•75*74. ,
Quotations supplied by 
Qkunngun Investments Ltd.
, 280 Bernard Ave,
Members of the Investment 
Dealers' Association of Canada 
Today'll Eastern l’rlccs 
(as nt 12, noon) 
INDUSTRIALS
Abitibi 35 , 35 W
Algomn HUH 37
Bk, of MU. 594 594
B.C. Forest LV>» 154
B.C. Power 39 394
li.C, Tele . •154 46
Bell Tele\ 434 434
Cun Brew • • 424 424
Can, Ccmimt ,3 2 324
CPU \ '28^ 284
Clip, Estates 124 124
Con. M. nnd.S. \204 21
Crriwn Zell .(Can) '234 —
Dis, Seagrams il24 324
Dorn. Stores 75 70
Don), Tar 164 17
Fan) Play ' 234 24
Ford "A” 1754 176
Ford U.S. ' 664 674
lnd, Arc. Corp, ‘384 384
Inter Niekel , ; K»4 904
Kelly "A" 94 19
Kelly Wts. , 5.80 6.00
Labatt.i , , i ' 294 ■ 294
Massey 164 104
MacMillan ”11” 394 ' 40
Ok. Helicopters 4 35 4.50
Ok, Tel,.1 1 , 124. 124
PoWell lllver ; 36i 36Vd
A.1 V. Hoi) 1 '' ) 94
Taplor Pand C 194 19%
Walkers 33% 334
W.C. S'cel ' 8 84
Woodward ‘.‘A’’ ' 23% 234
Woodward Wts: 114 11%
, OILS AND GASES
B.A, Oil 364 364
Can Delhi 6% 6%
Can Husky , 104 104
Can Oil 1 294 29%
Home "A’’ f 16 164
Imp. Oil ( 39% 40%
Inland Gas i 5% V 6
Pac. Pete 14 144
Provo 2.73 ,2.76
MINES
Brnlorne 7.25 ; 7.40
Con, Dennison 13 134
Gunnnr 13% 134
Hudson Bay •> - 53“a 544
Noranda , 514 524
PIPELINES
Alta Gns 244 244
Inter Pipe 51 514
North, Ont. 134 134
Trans, Can. 274 274
Trans Mi,n, 134 13%
Que, Nat, 17 174
Westconst Vt. , 1,7*4 184
MUTUAL FUNDS
All Can Comp. 8.00 8,70
All Can Dlv, 0,58 ■7.15
Can Invest Fund ' 9,19 10,08
j Grouped Income 3,97 4,34
Grouped Accum 5,56 0,08
Investors Mot. 11,64 12.59
Mutual Inc. 5.33 5;83
Mutual Aec. 7,06 8,37
dowski (3); Eleanor Zimmer; 
honorable mention—Wilma Boyd; 
Jeanette Gabel; Audrey Hall; 
Evert Hoogers; Rosella Matheu- 
szik; Diane Spencer; Fred Stoll; 
Grace Takenaka;' Mike Went­
worth.
Athletic awards (seniors): Do­
lores Back, (5); Bill Cripps; 
Steve Dungate; Leonard Holit- 
zki; Bert Knezacek (2); • Eliza­
beth Land (3)'; Adrian Rigger 
(3); Annie Sakamoto (3); Joyce 
Terai (3); Jean Yamaoka (4); 
honorable mention: Ruby Al­
mond and Doreen Volk.
Athletic awards (juniors): 
Eleanora . Brixton; Ken Hoka- 
zono (2); Victoria Osowetzki; 
Jerry RUnzer; Terry Sakamoto; 
Jeanette Schneider: Anne - Marie 
Schueler; Ingrid Schueler . (2); 
Ronnie Yamabe; Dick Yamaoka.
Music awards (band): Carl
Betke (2); Don Christian; Steve 
Dungate (2); Eileen Fazan; Ric­
hard Kobayashi; Fred Larson 
(3); Jack McCarthy; Donald 
Powick (3); Chrissie Shunter
(2) ; Grace Terai; Robert Would
(3) . :
Music awards (choir); Faye 
Chaffee (2); Anne Gustafson (2); 
Carol Harm; Janet Teibler; Ar­
lene Trewhitt .
Junior Red Cross: (pin) Bon­
nie Pretty; (crests) Jeanette 
Gabel; Louise Gabel; Anne Ka- 
wano; Julie Lepcyre; Jeanette 
Luknowsky; Thelrrtn Saplnsky; 
Mary Uyeyama; Shirley Uyey­
ama; Joan Xainaota; Joan Ya- 
kota,
Women’s Institute Trophy: 
Shirley Uyeyama.
a l a n  d . M cKenzie
AWARDED UBC POST
A well-known former Kelown- 
ian has been named to an im­
portant post with the medical 
faculty at University ol B.C., 
it was learned today.
Dr. Alan D. McKenzie, son of 
the late George McKenzie, and 
who received his degree at 
University of Alberta and did 
post-graduate work at McGill 
University, is the new profes­
sor of clinical surgery, succeed­
ing Dr. Rocke Robertson, who 
has taken a similar post at Mc­
Gill.
Born and educated here, Dr. 
McKenzie is one of the chief 
surgeons on the Vancouver 
General staff and has been as­
sisting Dr. Robertson for some 
years. His mother resides in 
Vancouver.
old, Vernon: Sonia Mazur, Ender­
by; Donnar McKenzie, Penticton; 
Mrs. G. M. Thompson, Enderby; 
Johanna Munk, Vernon: passed 
(alphabetically) — Judith Lobb, 
Kelowna: Doreen Rugg, Vernon; 
passed with supplementals (al­
phabetically) — Fusako< Hama- 
zaki, Vernon; Stanley Milton, 
Enderby: Corinne Rondelet, Pen­
ticton: credit in certain subjects 
—Doreen Johnston, Vernon: 
Edith Krebs, Salmon Arm; Joan 
Spriggs, Kelowna; Margaret Tob- 
ber, Rutland; Isobel Tyacke, Ver­
non; Donald Varney, Kelowna: 
Marilynn Washington, West Sum- 
merland, Raymond Weingardt, 





WINFIELD — Winfield has its 
own community garbage disposal 
site again and an official open­
ing will be held Tuesday (to­
morrow) starting at 6:30 p.m.
The occasion also is for the 
purpose of showing the Winfield 
residents how and where to dump 
their refuse. Members of the 
Farmers’ Institute will supervise 
the ceremony and pass out the 
information.
All Winfield residents are urg­
ed to come to the opening be: 
tween 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
The 12-acre dumping site was 
obtained by the Farmers’ In­
stitute after two years of work.
Besides an area for domestic 
dumping,, a commercial urea has 
been developed. It is hoped that 
the revenue derived from this 
will go towards paying maint­
enance costs for the domestic 
dump, which is free to all com­
munity householders.
Institute work parties have 
made access roads and the high­
ways department has indicated.. it 
will keep the roads . dear all 
year round.
Winfield had been without n 
dump ground since tho old one 
was closed down by the health 





tempt to travel the Columbia 
River by kayak from Revelstoke, 
in the eastern Interior of British 
Columbia, to the sea at Astoria, 
Ore., has been launched by two 
young men.
Peter Schmidt and Gunter Bon- 
nofsky of Kitimat, B.C., expect 
to reach Trail in six days and 
Astoria in four weeks.!
They said they have been pre­
paring for four months. They 
tried their skill first on a num­
ber of northern B.C. rivers, in­
cluding the Skeena.
the property bordering on Deep 
Creek is to be retained by the 
municipality for park purposes.
No building permit can be 
granted to W. R. Smith for the 
building of two or more substan­
tial dwellings, on one parcel of 
land, until a registerable sub­
division plan has been prepared 
and approved. Council felt that 
the circumstances do not war­
rant any change in the govern­
ing bylaws.
Chas. D. Gaddes, attended on 
council, presenting a final plan 
for the Bluewaters subdivision, 
including the engineer's layout of 
the water system which had been
started out five years ago.
"We are leaving; our great 
goal of freedom is at hand," Jo* 
Ann Duncan said in her vale- 
to George Pringle high! remained of a class of 32 that dictory address. "We are begin*
ning to feel the pangs of uncer­
tainty, for we are leaving all that 
is familiar and all in which w* 
feel secure."
Winner of the graduates’ nca* 
demic award, Miss Duncan con* 
eluded by saying: "In time w# 
shall develop new traits, entef 
different occupations*. Our hop« 
is that we shall be worthy of our 
upbringing and careful training 
by our parents, teachers and 
leaders.”
Five of the 10 graduates intend 
to go to university. Introducing 
the graduates, Phil Wakefield 
told the large assembly of stu­
dents, parents, relations and 
friends, that Jo-Ann Duncan will 
go in for chemical research.
George Yeulctt and Bill 
er plan to major in engineering, 
while Herb Dunlop and Jim Pet­
ersen are undecided on what 
course to take.
Of the four remaining girl gra­
duates, Kathleen Ingram will 
study for a nurse; Pat Shelter’s 
choice is teaching; Beth Cam­
eron will make the navy her car­
eer and Kay Mash plans a busi­
ness course. Terry Bradley in­
tends to join the Royal Cana­
dian Mounted Police.
Rt. Rev. A. H. Sovereign ot 
Vernon, former Anglican bishop 
of the Yukon, as guest speaker 
warned the graduates of the prob­
lems that must be solved, for "we 
face the very problem of sur­
vival.
THREE GUIDE POSTS
Likening a lifetime to the four 
laps of the "miracle milt*,” 
Bishop Sovereign urged the gra­
duates to cherish the powers they 
posess. He said the first lap is 
for preparation, the second for 
achievement, the third for ma­
turing of earlier plans, while in 
the fourth comes the peace of 
evening when the shadows leng­
then.
The bishop gave the graduates 
three guide posts for their fu­
ture: inspiration, aspiration.
Pat Shetler was presented with 
the graduates’ good citizenship 
award.
The house award, based on 
sports and academic standing, 
went to House 1, presented to the 
captain, Ethel Petterson.
Other speakers included in the 
program were Principal William 
Maclauchlan, Mrs. R. Dilla- 
baugh, who introduced the guest 
speaker; Mrs. B e r t  Seguss; 
school trustee J. W. Maddock 
and master of ceremonies Walter 
Ratzlaff.
mitted to the council at this 
meeting and (c) the further as-' 
surance as per letter submitted 
to council at this meeting that 
the roads etc. will‘be brought up 
to required standard.
Chairman of roads, A. E. 
Miller, reported on the condition 
of the road adjacent to W. Mac- 
Kenzie’s property, caused by the 
heavy run-off, especially from 
the Dan White lake area.
The work done to date is only 
an attempt to tap enough water 
to keep the road from going out. 
A study of control for future 
years would have to be made 
after the emergency was past 
and would likely involve ditches 
and culverts.
A letter was received from 
David Pugh, M.P., with an en­
closed copy of a letter to Mr. 
Pugh from Howard Green M.P., 
minister of public works, stat­
ing that the work on the break­
water at Peachland could not be 
done until the Fall.
VERNON BRIEFS
Coldstream's Building Total 
Close To $400,000 Figure
Heatley Will Attend 
Trade Board Course
Manager Fred Heatley of the 
Kelowna Board, pf Trade has 
been, authorized to attend the 
thirteenth annual session of the 
Canadian Institute for Board and 
Chamber secretaries, to be held 
at McMaster University, Hamil­
ton, Ont., June 14-20. He will 
join delegates from ' all across 
Canada in an intensive week’s 
program covering the theory and 
practice of board of trade man­
agement. ,
Water System's Growth 
Gets Wesfbank's Study
YOUTHS ESCAPE INJURY
VERNON — Eighteen-year old 
John William Alexander of Arm­
strong and four other youths es­
caped injury early Saturday 
when the car in which they were 
riding failed to, make a turn at 
the corner of 26th Street and 23rd 
Avenue, in Vernon, and rolled. 
Police said the young men were 
most fortunnto.
By Courier Correspondent
VERNON — New construction 
in Coldstream for the first five 
months of this year totals $398,- 
693, whereas a year ago, the 
corresponding total was slight­
ly over $300,000.
Fourteen building permits 
were issued during May for a 
value of $107,393. Included is an 
addition •to the Coldstream ele­
mentary school for $69,133.
COWBOYS’ RECEPTION
VERNON — RCMP S. Sgt. A. 
H. Taylor of Kamloops told Ver­
non's royal visit committee that 
a band of 30 cowboys will greet 
Queen Elizabeth and Prince 
Philip at Kamloops July 11. Some 
news sources said the- idea was 
"dreamed up” by Lt. Gov. Frank 
Ross.
HEADS REALTY BOARD
VERNON — The Vernon and 
District Real Estate Board has 
elected Borden Chanasyk, Ver­
non, president, succeeding 
George Castonguay, also of Ver­
non. Vice president is J. M. 
Hoyte and treasurer, Emil An- 
horn.
ATTENDS OCT A PARLEY
Vernon— Martin Conroy, vice- 
president for this area, and 
Mrs, Charles Bertclscn, a dir­
ector, represented Vernon at the 
Okanagan-Cariboo Trail Associ­
ation’s executive meeting at 
Kamloops where final plans for 
a 1,000-car caravan were com­
pleted.
GAME WARDENS MEET
VERNON — Among some
delegates attending a  three-day 
staff meeting of game wardens, 
predatory hunters and game bio­
logists was the, local game war­
den, Alan Frisby.
TODAY & TUESDAY
f tI LI.NEVER KNOW * /WHY I EVER 
WENT NEAR W . .
K ,70SIC .. PRODUCTION
DOUBLE BILL 
Double THRILL
K i l l
H  SIEVE COCHRAN UTAMIIAM
Adult Entertainment Only
O nek/iaS c o p E 
Doors 6:30
Show Times 7:00 and $:25
P A R A M O U N T
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KEJ1EMEOS -  A domostlo 
wnter bylaw, calling far a reser­
voir ntui pqinp system for the 
village of Koremeo?, wns turned 
down by tho voters,
CABINET. MEETING
P K N T IC T O N  —  Premier Boh. 
nett and h|s cabinet ministers 
will hold n cabinet inerting lurr 
Sept. 22. it bus been confirmed.
N IG IU T  <BITI(I7II> ~~
P IN IItrO N  — Concun hnH 
behn voiced bv the .Penticton
i 1
loclntibh over neglected 
781# chords' in U10 district, n
\ • ' ", ' ■ "
or*;
By Courier Correspondent
WESTBANK — A majority of 
members of the Wcstbank Water­
works District, attending n gen­
eral meeting Inst week votqd in 
fnvor of an onginet'r’s survey of 
the, wnter district nrid bordering 
nrons with u view to expansion of 
the district,
This survey will include every 
angle of the proposed expansion; 
survey of the existing system; 
sources of additional supply; 
possible users; distributing lines; 
date structure, both for present 
users and those in adjacent areas 
ns well ns the setting up of n de­
benture Issue, , (
The existing .system nlrcndy Is 
inadequate for present users, nnd 
without n survey by qualified en­
gineers, no further Improveinents 
can be mndo by the district. 
LIMITS GROWTII 
Chairman Knzui Tanedu pre­
sided nt the meeting, at which 
tho findings of .tho trustees au­
thorized to explore tho various 
aspects , concerning expansion 
wore presented, Clare Small is 
secretary of the waterworks dis­
trict,
Without such proposed expan­
sion, the ’ Wcstbank district can­
not grovv, With It, prosont ns well 
as future users will bo assured 
of adequate domestic writer, and 
with adjacent ncrongo nnd pro­
posed subdivisions coming Into 
it the future 'potential |.h consid­
erable. I
Following the survey,, cost of 
which will be met by tlio district 
paying f700 and adjacent, now 
desirous of coming Into the dis­
trict, paying $800, any proposed 
expansion' program will, bo pre­
sented to the writer users for 
their consideration uiui final de­
cision, ,
P O R T U N
O D  I N C O M I
UTES ,V
I T YO U T S T A N D I N G  O P P
■ I M A N  O R  W O M A N  •  O O
ESTABLISHED TOY BOU
1 No Stlllng -  No Ispcrltncd N«c**tary -  Optra!* from Horn*
W * Elat« ond local* All Bocki 
•  B A R B  O R ,  m i  T I M E
Mmlnn Mllllni *n,| n|lwUni\fntn .„r MAOIO TOY BACKS In »«ir him!
r« « humhVv */ lit* mhuiiwtrI i#if i«nti« MMHO TOV ,Wb will Appoint r IHiirllmlor l« (•ivl o _ ............HACK (UiplMI PWTAIIUHI1KO lit Win COMPAXY I* MMfcall, .......
)>*lll MAOIO TOY HACK Mini nxnar, ttlmplr tipUr# lam MrS ««M nmt i«l|m rnanm,
BIQUIBI! ONLY EIW H0UB1 BIB WEEKTKIi )• |>M * W> Sul • <ktar« la (•< Inla •anrlhlni m  mar haia alxara wamnl — a I'uOmm at laal awn: Ona Ilia! ran l>t hand Ini , I ma 11*1 1(111 |<aia loan (ar lull
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In apnr* lima aipantla*.
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ADAM TOYS Ltd. 6S1 Notrf Dam* St, W,, Monlnal Qu*.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice of a Public Meeting of the special Civic 
Committee to investigate the establishment'of a Civic Pro­
perties Commission.
The citizens of Kelowna arc invited to attend a Public 
Meeting nt the Council Chamber, Kelowna City Hall, 1435 
Water Street, Kelowna, B.C„ at 8;0() p.m; on Tuesday, 
June 9th, 1959, to present their views as to the advisability 
of creating a Civic Properties Commission for the purpose 
of administering certain civic properties and parks.











25 oz and 12 oz bottles IN-1
This advertisement Is not published or dlsnlnyed by tho Liquor 
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A Cariboo grappler became the tough exhibition of all-out wrest-j 
Pacific North West champ Satur- ling, until Kohnke pinned Vachon' 
lay , at the 29 minutes 33 seconds.
/tees High,
BlowMacs
Before 1,200 wrestling fans in Azteca, from ,,south of the Aces were high card yesterday, put Leona Edstrom on, and Rose 
he Memorial Arena, Felix'border,” matched Scott tactic for * hi King's Stadium. Welder doubled her home, mov-
Kohnke of Williams Lake beat tactic through the range of hair- The classy Kelowna Super*. “}8 18 on 0 Pass Dau- ,.};ec.n,el 
former Mexican champ, Charroipulling, knee drops, rope bend-Valu Aces, defending in terior5}1}*:^ and c.amf: in with the 
Azteca of Mexico City, for the ling and resounding body slams senior “B” women’s 
»ew crown. I for 21 minutes 43 seconds before champs, walloped the
Senior Hockey 
Tightens
Kelowna and Vernon indicated 
that they would have full sup­
port of their city councils and 
boards of trade in the ticket blits, 
and administration of the sales 
campaign. Penticton said they 
still had to approach council, and 
Kamloops was absent.
Curtailment of the player limit 
and pegging of salaries was 
tabled till a further meeting with 
Kamloops present. The approxi­
mate starting date was tentative­
ly  set as the third week in Oct©- 
tber.
VERNON—Austerity measures city council on the basis of the day for Kelowna and Kamloops, j Mayor Frank Becker said fol 
softball third run fo the frame, m ak in g  are' in store for the Okanagan .findings of the league meeting., j These regular nights would have lowing the meeting, that'Vernon 
Vernon the score 4-0. Senior Hockey League's 1959-60; Kelowna and Vernon stated to be shifted once per month to would make every effort to
■ ~  ' oneration [definitely that they intended to allow for an extra Sunday game. >- > - .An error put Viv Dye on b a se !  p r ti .
ien ^  valley league play holding and she moved on LavioletteV , Delegates from Kelowna, Pen-1operate and league president 
; ? „nLyJ . t J  rJn rd \inb le^-'sing le  and came in on Duncan's icton and Vernon at yesterday s Bob Gllhooly of Kelowna said
|league meeting in Vernon agreed;that Hryciuk had given the same
The decision to split the sched 
ule into two halves came from 
the Kelowna arena commission, 
represented at the meeting by 
Caley of Kelowna, and wasi 
to increase incentive fori
On the basis of the success ofjScott wilted under the attack and, McCullochs 14-6 in regular wonv 
the bouts, Vancouver wrestling!Azteca pinned him. ten’s valley league play, holding .
promoter Cliff Parker, promised WINDM1LL , |0LD . ; their undefeated record unblem-|.ngilJ ase hit
«  er rJ n /K in iskev In the final bout. Kohnke came ls^Te Macs uickcd up eight Lorna McLeod walked, stole to go; with a 96-game schedule,[assurance from^ Kamloops. Co- 
W h h Jr  Billv Watson ^  the’out wrongly and pinned Azteca h0bshotPhvdlis Ramsey, and beat the throw to home for * split season and weekend hoc- burn said he felt that the PenUc- Hugh a
S i  ^  hrnthf.rS mentioned „  after 10 minutes one second . o f i f * . w e r e  scattered e n o u g h 1 the Aces' only third-inning r u n . , key Kamloops was not repre-jton arena commission and other designed .
AN l ’r8ET ” oh<"k' '  the inn?ng " C°  ' T n r ’u T ' b . V ’h o W
Kolwke's victory. »hi>e .  popu- ?n A«.=a„th.t too - p e e * ; .  hom„  h„  w ( o r .,lve J ' r „ o n ^ * d  Wo d " ld r i  upon wire 5 5 ?  f  d" » t l d  * S '* *
ate a healthy hockey club next 
year, and would get right behind 
manager-coach George Agar in
this respect.
lar one with the crowd, was an j him, and the Williams Lake grap- jort for ^ces. 
upset, with such men as George’pier was crowned champion of; Mary welder singled
Scott and Paul Vachon eliminat­
ed in the first round matches, 
giving Kohnke a shot at Azteca, 
and the title.
m
the Pacific North West. firgt a'nd was driven in by Stew-'together four hits- tw0 walks and
Promoter Parker said he would art.g double to set the score at Jour errors for seven runs, 
make every effort to obtain so m e ;^  JuN E SCORE:
or all of the high-rated talent 4 „ „ „ „ „  . ! Vernon 001 102 2
the went wild in the sixth, putting j* ending to have a meeting with for Penticton and Vernon, Satur-
la UH? uu  su» u ui mg»a-4»vv-v* HOUR!
In the first bout of the eve-’that will be appearing at the A
nlng, Kohnke and Vachon keptjStampede Corral in July, slating 
the crowd of 1,200 on the edges them for a date in Kelowna im- 
of their seats with a rough and mediately afterward.
In the second, a bobble at third Kelowna
6 11 8; 
131 117 x—14 11 6
Cyclones Comeback Rally 
Downs Enderby In SOK'M
The Kelowna Cyclones put to-j Armeneau, Kirschner and Kiel- 
gether a four-run eighth inning biski singled in the bottom of 
to down Enderby SOK’M ball the fifth, but only accounted for 
club 9-6 at home yesterday. jone run.
I The Cyc’s sent the Enderby 
Dale Armeneau pitched a five-is}de down in rotation in the sixth 
hitter for the Cyc’s, while Schulte ;and seventh, and Armeneau 
en4 Robinson shared the chores. smacked 0ut a double and was 
for the losers. scored by Kirschner to send the
Cyclones' second baseman, :game extra innings.
Peach juniors 
Pummel Chiefs
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
four, to retire the side and end 
the rally.
The Chiefs girded up their 
loins and held Penticton to one 
lone run in the next seven in­
nings, picking up three for them­
selves, but they were still wear-
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Gerald Robertson, pounded out 
the only circuit clout of the 
game, a singleton in the second, 
and started the eighth-inning 
rally with a bunt.
Ed Kielbiski and Armeneau 
hit three-for-four in the Cyc’s 
cause, the best records of the 
day, and Enderby’s Larsen was 
next with two-for-four.
GOT THE JUMP
Enderby got the jump in the 
third inning, after three score­
less frames, when Larsen singled 
and was driven home by Robin­
son.
The Cyc’s came back with two 
runs on a three-bagger by Rich­
ard Hartwick, and a single by 
Kielbiski, with Armeneau get­
ting hit by pitcher.
Enderby tied the ball game 
in the top of the fourth on a 
walk and two singles, held the 
Cyc’s in the bottom of the fourth, 
and moved out in front in the ST. ANDREW'S, Scotland, .(Reu- 
fifth with two singles for two,ters)—Britain won the first worn- 
runs, making the score 5-3 in en’s Commonwealth golf tourna-
In the eighth, Blurton walked 
and worked his way around to 
score on Koskimaki’s drive to 
first base, but the Cyc’s came 
back with their four-run rally to 
wind up the ball game. _
Robertson started the rally with day. 
a bunt, Art Weneinger doubled 
and Nahornoff flied out. Garnet 
Clark walked, Hartwick walked, 
Armeneau double and Kirschner 
walked. Kielbiski and Eddie Sehn 
flied out to retire the side and 
end the ball game.
LINE SCORE:
Enderby 001 220 01—6
Kelowna 002 010 14—9
Kelowna Youths 
W in Junior Golf
The Peach City juniors clob- 
I bered the Kelowna Chiefs yes­
terday in Kelowna, 10-3, follow­
ing a wild and wooly first frame 
which netted them six runs.
Joe Fisher led the Chiefs’ hit­
ters with two-for-four, and Lyle! ing a deficit when the Penticton 
Chambus clouted three-for-five! club added three runs in the 
oi entic on. ; njndli and Kelowna was unable
Tom Balfour pitched the dis-. do anything about it in their 
tance for the win, and Stan I.
Senger chucked for the Chiefs, Ihal£ of thc frame’ 
lacking the tight support the lo-jLINE SCORE: 
cals have come up with in some | Penticton 
of their games. Kelowna
team, round-robin play-off. If the 
fourth-place club from the first! 
half bettered its position consid-| 
erably, tightening up the league,] 
the four-team play-off will bej 
played. j
Proposals submitted by the i 
delegates include an immediate! 
drive for season ticket sales, to 
be launched in all four cities at 
once, on a proposed basis of $20 
per ticket (approx. 81 cents per 
garnet, with the additional bene­
fit of free entry into any other 
arena in the league for season 
ticket holders,
Two Kelowna youths fared very 





By THE CANADIAN PRESS
SATURDAY 
American League
Boston 4 Chicago 2 
New York 2 Cleveland 1 
Washington 1 Detroit 4 
Baltimore 1 Kansas City 5 
National League 
Chicago 8 Pittsburgh 2 
St. Louis 3 Philadelphia 4 
San Francisco 13 Cincinnati 3 
Los Angeles 3 Milwaukee 2 
International League 
Buffalo 2 Miami 1 
Montreal 1 Richmond 7 
Toronto 7 Columbus 4 , 
Rochester 3 Havana 9
American Association 
St. Paul 6 Indianapolis 5 
Minneapolis 3 Louisville 6 
, Denver 1 Charleston 2 
Dallas 2 Omaha 3 ■
Fort Worth 1 Houston 3
Pacific Coast League 
Vancouver 3 Sacramento 6 
Portland 18-C Phoenix 5-6 
Seattle 0 Salt Lake City 10 
Spokane 4 San Diego 3 
SUNDAY 
National League 
Chlcngo 4-1 Pitsburgh 2-0 
St. Louis 9-2 Philadelphia 11-0 
San Frnncisco 5-1 Cincinnati 2-7 
Los Angeles 2 Milwaukee 8 
American League 
New York 5-4 Cleveland 7-3 
Washington 4 Detroit 6 
Boston 4-4 Chicago 9-2 
Baltimore 3 Kansas City 0 
International League 
Toronto 9-6 Columbus 0-9 , 
Montreal 0-1 Richmond 1-4 
Buffalo 0-2 Miami 3-1
ment Saturday, with Canada 
finishing second.
: The young Canadian team re­
ceived a severe blow when its 
No. 2 player, Mary Gay of Cal­
gary, was taken ill on the eve of 
the tournament and it had to play 
three matches without her serv­
ices.
James Stephens rapped out a 
two over par 72 on the Revelstoke 
golf course to become the valley 
junior champion and e,arn the 
right to travel to Vancouver on 
June 26, to play in the provincial 
junior championships.
Stephens was one of the three 
winners from zone 3 chosen to 
attend the championships, and 
the Sun Masters’ tourney the 
following day, June 27.
George Laforme of Revelstoke 
was second for the day with 74, 
and Mark Shirreff of Kelowna 
took third.
DOUBLE WIN
Shirreff also won the Fulford 
Credit Jewellers Cup for juniors 
between the ages of 10-14, giving 
him a double victory for the day 
The tourney, an annual affair 
staged at various valley points 
to determine the three boys to 
be selected for the B.O. cham­
pionship eliminations in Vancou­
ver and the next-day Masters’ 
meet, brings together young
SIX RUNS
Harold Sato, lead-off batter for 
Penticton drove one to Senger 
arid .got on, Chambus singled, 
Larry Johnston made first on a 
golfers from all over Zone 3, j wild throw, and the Chiefs were 
which covers from the border to | up in the air. Lougheed made 
Revelstoke. [first on a fielder’s choice, Larry
At a meetii\g held following j Hale walked, Reg. Dunham 
the day’s play, it was decided walked, Bill Allercott doubled and 
that Kamloops would host the Lance. Stiles flied out. Senger 
tourney in 1960. [struck out his opposition, Bal
600 000 013—10 6 7 






Taken by our photographer, 
it is easv to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were to 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them to your 
album.
Large Glossy 6«4 s m  
Only $1.06
No Phone Orders Please
Order at the Business Office
The Daily Courier
ff Need cash to fix
NAVY AT STAMPEDE
CALGARY (CP)—The navy will 
get into the act at the Calgary 
Stampede this year. An 18-man 
crew from HMCS Tecumseh, the 
local reserve division, will do a 
naval field gun drill display July 






101 Radio Bldg. — Phone PO 2-2811 
Branches throuhgout British Columbia
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It took the Okies to down the their hosts feel queasy as they
OBC’s.
The Kamloops Okonots wallop­
ed the previously undefeated 
Oliver OBC’s 7-4 and 8-2 in their 
Hub City twin bill, and Vernon 
Carlings plastered Trail Smoke 
Eaters Saturday and Sunday, 
12-8 and 21-8.
The Kelowna Labntts had an­
other idle weekend as the Pentic­
ton Red Sox failed to field a 
club, and the game will be re­
scheduled. ..
In Kamloops, a bases-londed 
home run by Buch Buchanan and 
a buses-empty drive by Jack 
Fowles overcame three round- 
trlppcrs by the Oliver club In the 
seven Inning opener of the twin 
bill.
THREE HOMERS
In the nightcap, Kamloops 
blasted Bill Martino, former Kel­
owna right hander, for three 
homers. Martino tried to aid his 
own cause with a four-bagger 
himself, but it wasn’t enough to 
who were intentstop the Okies,
Rochester 1-0 Havnnn 2-0 (2nd |011 whittling down the OBC s im 
called by curfew after seven
staged a comeback victory in 
Saturday’s game, blasting out 
ten runs in the final three frames 
for a 12-8 win.
On Sunday, the Smokies had 
pitcher trouble as the Carlings 
pounded out 25 hits off seven 
Trail pitchers to romp to an easy 
21-8 victory.
Tony Brummett, salty Vernon 
backstop, pounded out a homer 
In the winning cause, and Willie 
Schmidt and Ken Kulak each 
latched onto four hits.
Thc Smokies, new entries in 
the OMBL this year, are sched­
uled to play in Kelowna this 
Saturday night, in the inaugural 
game under thc lights, providing 
the construction and installation 
is completed by then.
LINE SCORE:
SUNDAY
Vernon 00 046 360-21 25 
Trrii 1 100 330 010— 8 8
Miciuk, T. Derosa <6) nnd 
Schmidt; J. Ferguson, Dorey (6), 
Gould (6), Senman (7), L. De­
rosa (fit, J. McIntyre (8), A. Bit 
c-sky (9) nnd G. McIntyre, line
innings and will bo completed 
at later date.
Northern League 
St. Cloud 4 Grand Forks 5 (11 In­
nings)
Minot 4 Enu Claire 7 
Aberdeen 5 Duluth-Superior 12 
Pacific Coaat League 
Vancouver 5-0 Sacramento 1-1 
Portlnnd 13 Phoenix 7 
Seattle 13 Salt Lnko City 7
CANADIAN BRIEFS
prosslve lead. Ikctt (8). W—T. Derosa, L—For
Over in Trail, Vernon made'giisori, HR—Vernon, Brummett
Wilhelm Pitches 0 's 
To Second Spot Berth
By TIIK ASSOCIATED PRESSi
National League
W L Pet. GBL
Mllwnukqo 31 20 







. 'EDMONTON lCP» -  In tho 
fight ngulnst forest fixes this 
year nlrcrnft of the Alberta for­
est service will onch be equipped 
with two 45-gnllon tanks which , .
cnn.bc filled with wntcr whllojSL Louis 
the plane is taking off from a I 
lake or liver, to be jiprnyed oil ,
Incipient blazes. , ;chVngo '
WRONG PI AOF (Baltimore
EDMONTON i CP (-Three Jaek-|Cl«vt'lund 
fish, one 20 inches long, wero|£etrolt 
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Hoyt Wilhelm pitched iinltl 














on seven hits, hoviog the Orioles 
within one game of the league 
lending Chicago White Sox who 
divided a doublehcnder with Bos­
ton, Chlcngo scored six runs In 
tho1 second Inning unroute to a 
9-4 opening victory but tho Red 
Sox ''turned back n ninth-inning 
White Sox rally nnd won the sec­
ond game 4-2. ,
BIG CROWD
' Hie season's largest crowd* 59,- 
r n I  1823, turned out nt Cleveland to 
1 see the ,'Indians1 split'two with 
the New York Yankees, Herb
, Score went \nll tho way to take 
the first, 7-5, with the help of n 
, three-run homer’ by Tito Fran 
ip.iconn, The Yanks Jumped on Cdl 
'h ;McLlsh for four runs In the sec­
ond inning and, held on to win'the 
second 4*3,
Detroit climbed up to the ,500 
mark nnd u fourth - place' tic
LOOK HOW MUCH MORE YOU GET!
wmmsm, i r
NEW POWER '
!j ’ For toko-ofTn, hills,'or ps**lng, Super 
|j  .Shell la the moat imwerful guaolino your 
car nan liao-glvea you ail tho power 
you pay for,I
earn nt th»* city hall fountain.
Building mechanic Harry Lovell 
removed the interlopers * with a 
net, and, presented them 1 to a 
womnn spectator,
MONSTER BEAR . . ,
.......................... / ' ................ /  ' .. ^  ' ' Ed-
of tlie largest grizzly 'bears c^erltory while Milwaukee opened up I die Yost hit two homers against 
allot l,n this area, an animal # two-game. lead, in; the national!his former mates nnd Charlie 
weighing about 1,000 ih nods haguc, ' , i I Maxwell slninmed No. II for thc
was bagged' hj* Ted Nagio rnur _Tho ■ unbeaten, knuckle ball;wlnhcrs. Roy Slevers and Jim 
knrnt Fulton, ' , , , ipitcher shut out Kansa p ty  ,3-0 Lemon homered for Washington.
NBW SMOOTHNESS |
For n imoothar running'«n|in«—Hup«r 
Shell has TCP, .Thla unique patenifnl 1; 
additive noutrnllioa harmful engine do- g  
poalta that enuae spark plug "miaa," , %
MORE DRIVING FUN U
Driving Ixromre a pleaaura with Super J  
Shell. Start enjoying these extra |  
Itencllta, Stop at a Shell dealer and try «  
Super 8|iell to-day, $
Ui ■■ ' ,  . %
*Shtll'iT™d9 Sf.nrk (or Ihiiuruyirf dewivpt'l Shdltttmrfh, ratini#t , .
MORE MILEAGE
Wien you're milelng —Super Shell's 
aildwi romhuitlon energy converte auto- 
matlrally io glvn your ear extra mileage 
extra economy.
a*'
American league standings Sun-!three grimes' behind Chlcngo, by with T C P
' 4 ^
&
Your Dollar goes farther with Shell - and so do you
\ *
V
Deliverymen Talk Only To 
Lie Deflector In Major Theft
LOS ANGELES 'AP' — Where,: Records show Louis Webs and 
oh. where can the missing $113,-'Bob Kitchen loaded the cash into 
200 be? their truck from the Bank of Am­
erica vault.Two deliverymen, entrusted!
with the armored truck from T!ien, started unloading
which the monev vanished, aren't jcosh al bank branches and bUM' 
ran n ^ n y th in g -e x ce p t to a Hci™ ' ^ o T t h e  „  stops the vc.
FIRST AID TO THE AILING HOUSE
By ROGER C. WHITMAN
hide was left ungaurded for pe l KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MONDAY. JUNE 8. 1959 PAGE 5
nods varying from two to fivej, ^ _ mmmmmmmm 
minutes. But investigators saidj 
there isn't the slightest evidence 
that the truck was robbed at any! 
of these stops.
; At the end of the route the 
money was gone.
If the money was delivered by 
i accident to one. of the branch 
banks, a bank spokesman said,! 
it is sure to turn up soon. But if 
lit went by mistake to a business 
iconcern, he added, it may take 
a little longer to find it.
Police said they' submitted vol­
untarily to a lie-aetector test and 
that their account was verified..
SPECIFY
Valley's
r e d E m ix
Concrete
f t







The charge for RED-E-MLX 
CONCRETE is small. $13.00 a 
yard <27 cubic feet)—enough 
to install a sidewalk 2 feet 
wide by 40 feet long, delivered 
to your home.
Similarly a garage floor or 
patio, measuring 10 feet by 
20 feet, can be constructed 
from 2>,2 yards of concrete 
costing only $32.50 . . .  or a 
really large sidewalk, 3 feet 
wide by 50 feet long, can be 
laid using 2 yards of Red-E 








and our representative will 
call and offer expert advice on 
the project, and supply a free 




PLAN NO- R 78 - I275 
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VANCOUVER, B C .
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REMOVING WOOD STAIN .way to paint stone laundry tubs?I 
i  QUESTION; How can a maple1 ANSWER; The outside of the 
! stain finish be removed f r o m 'tubs can be painted with a rub- 
ipine book shelves. I want to' use|bvr buse R°°r I»lnt.
.them in a different room nnd />• p . , . , . ' , ,  dawia-v'/vd 
the maple won't match the other
'lurniture. I've already taken off QUESTION. Every once in a 
the varnish finish. ! while the radiator valves get
ANSWER: The maple stain can clogged and the radiators don t 
be bleached by applying prepar- bfat up. The valves haven t been 
cd wood bleach or a liberal quan- c'ea!ied ln a *0,,8 time. What is 
tity of a hot saturated s o l u t i o n  too best vvay to do this? 
of oxalic acide (poison*. Leave ANSWER: Boil the valves in 
this on overnight, then rinse well1 ôr. Hbout f}v'o minutes,
with clear water. After the wood '^ bon ' bem cool off; when 
has dried thoroughly, smooth the co°* enough to touch, stir them 
surface by rubbing with ''0000” a f°und in the cooling-off vinegar, 
sandpaper. Wipe off the dust and *[fnse well in clear water and] 
finish as desired. shake off any excess water. This
will do a good job of clearing the 
BASEMENT FLOOR DUST iuir bole and getting out any ac-' 
QUESTION: Wo get lot of d u s t  cumulated particles from the in- 
from a new concrete floor in our fbe valve,
basement. Is there any way to lRftV 
settle this dust? We don't w:mt, , l “ R
to put down a floor covering over QUESTION: Our water seems 
it, ; to- contain a lot of iron. The
'ANSWER: The dust can bejwatcr comes from a well, is 
settled by applying a liquid ce-jtbcre any remedy for this? 
ment floor hardener, available! ANSWER:-An iron - removal 
at dealers in masonry supplies mut which will take out the iron 
or waterproofing materials. Or!111 chemical solution in water is; 
you could coat the floor with a available from manufacturers of 
rubber base paint. I assume the; water-treating equipment, 
concrete is not soft and sandy. | INADEQUATE IIOT WATER
FIREPLACE SMOKES | .QUESTION: We have just mov­
ed into a new house with hot
GUNWALE
FOLLOW THIS LAYOUT to cut oil th«i« ports of boot from oo« sheet of half-inch plywood.
DAILY COURIER HOUSE OF THE WEEK
Contemporary post and beam 
design that is different individ­
uality—the desire for something 
different—seems to be the first 
requirement in choice of a 
house plan, and in this plan car 
designers have turned the trick. 
Particularly suited to a lot that 
slopes to the side, (if your lot 
slopes to the other direction, 
simply reverse the plan), this 
split entry type of house gives 
individuality and lots of room 
for living. Living dining area 
runs the full depth of the house 
—which ever way the view 
faces you can take advantage 
of it. The open planning with
the fireplace on the outside 
wall leaves lots of room for ar­
rangement of furniture. Double 
plumbing is another good fea­
ture about this house, with the 
master bedroom showing the 
plumbing “en suite’’, but back 
to back with the main bathroom 
for economical installation. 
This house has a garage under 
because of the sloping lot which 
makes it particularly suitable 
for a small lot. We show it 
here in our sketch against a 
background of magnified moun­
tains, but it would look well 
on any building site.
,4— 14“
-rr-
Tdmw tun cutvtU*U«3 WOOD «im» [
— r  toy-
fONWARD SIDE (I required)'
t T T W W Stimes, but it smokes. Can 
suggest any remedy?
ANSWER: If it is the starting 
of the fire that’s smoky, just be­
fore starting it, light one end of 
a twisted piece of newspaper and 
shove it up the fireplace throat. 
This is usually enough to start a 
draft in the chimney. If, how-' 
ever the, fire continues to be 
smoky, it may be due to draft 
interference. The flue may be 
clogged, cutting down the draft.
adequate mot hot enough and 
a not enough of it. There’s no 
water storage tank. Should we 
have a water tank installed? 
What do you suggest?
ANSWER: Evidently the heat­
ing system is equipped with an 
instantaneous hot water heating 
coil. There are a number of rea 
sons for lack of hot water. The 
coil may not be large enough 
and the temperature of the water 
circulating through the heating
Or The chimney m „  have been
built too low; it should extend 
at least four feet above a flat 
roof and two feet or more above 
the highest point of a gable roof.
for the coil. The water tempera­
ture controls at the boiler may 
need adjustment. If there is a 
thermostatic mixing valve, tem­
pering the water flowing to fau-The depth of the fireplace should £  ‘“V  “ i X  n '  h T  . auI 
not be less than 20 inches, an d [^  .’ , S^t need adjustment
the opening at the front should unctionmg_ efficiently,
The Building Editor 
The Dally Courier,
Kelowna, B.C.
[ ] Enclosed please find 25c for which send me Book of Flans 
entiUed “SELECT HOME DESIGNS”. (Flease make 
remittance payable to The Daily Courier).
N a m e  . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address ______ ____. . . . ______________ _____
You D o n ' t  H a v e  
To B e  a  G r a d  
T o  K n o w
PITTSBURGH
PAINTS
A r e  B e s t
Best in their Choice of Maestro Colors
You can now choose hundreds of today’s most wanted hues in 
Pittburgh’ Paints, Georgeous colors nt your fingertips -— and 
in just the finishes you need to benutify your whole hoilie . . . 
rubberized and alkyd-type Elat Wallhidc wall paints and Satin- 
hide Enamel for woodwork and other trim. You choose the 
color, we custom-mix it for you in a couple of minutes.
INTERIOR
BUILDERS MARKET LTD.
Vernon Rd. Near Shops Capri Phone PD 2-3236
not be greater than 10 or 12 
times the the area of the flue. 
Possibly, the opening is too high; 
this can be remedied by installing 
a metal hood across the top of 
the fireplace opening. The dis­
tance can be ascertained by ex­
periment with boards or heavy 
cardboard. The fireplace dam­
per might not be open sufficiently 
to provide proper draft. In a 
tightly built house, it might also 
be necessary to keep open the 
door of the living room; lack of 
sufficient air movement could 
cause trouble.
PAINT CHROME CHAIR LEGS?
QUESTION: Can I paint the 
ehome-plated legs of a table and 
chairs? How?
ANSWER:Wash the surface of 
the legs to remove all trace of 
grease and grime. Dull gloss 
finish by rubbing with fine steel 
wool and turpentine. Apply top 
quality enamel, after wiping off 
dust. .
. Replating suggested, however.
WOOD KNOTS
allowing too much cold water to 
mix with the hot. I suggest having 





NEW YORK fAP) — Emphasis 
has shifted from prices to labor 
contract negotiations in non- 
ferrous metal markets.
The June 30 contract expiration 
date for most of these workers 
now is little more than three 
weeks away. Contracts at alu­
minum plants generally expire 
July 31, and. the steel talks have 
a special bearing since the United 
Steel Workers Union also repre­
sents aluminum workers. Any 
settlement in the steel industry
QUESTION: There are a lot of is cxPected to show a pattern foraluminum.
The steel talks also are espe­
cially important to zinc producers 
since steel producers’ purchases 
of zinc for galvanizing provides 
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NOTHING COMPLICATED ABOUT THIS BOAT
Here's How To Cut Parts Of Punt
By MIKE CRAMOND
To start building the all-pur­
pose fir plywood punt, draw out 
the pieces as shown on a 4 x 8 
panel of half inch fir plywood. 
As you cut them out, leave a 
margin for final fitting.
Side pieces are assembled first, 
butted together and held by 
splice plates nailed and glued to 
them. Use inch and a quarter gal 
vanized nails, elinching them on
the inside.
Then make the centre frame, 
which is butted and held by splic­
ing plates, nails and glue. Be 
careful of measurements here, 
for an error can spoil the shape 
of the final punt.
Bend the sides into place sepa­
rated by the centre frame, and 
fit all touching pieces carefully 
before gluing and nailing into 
place. Rope twisted in the form 
of a Spanish windlass helps hold 
the punt together at this stage.
Inside transom corners should 
be reinforced with , small blocks 
of scrap wood, fitted to bear on 
all surfaces. Then fit and glue 
and nail intermediate frames 
into position.
The keel is next. It fits Into 
notches cut into the centre and 
intermediate frames. The ends 
are bevelled to fit snugly insido 
the transoms. When fitted, .it is 
nailed , and glued in place and 
the punt is ready for the sides 
and bottom decking^ ^




For excavating, grading or 
terracing, count on us. Our 
experience, man power nnd 
equipment get best results for 
you.
SAND & GRAVEL
J. W . BEDFORD LTD.
“We Move the Earth" 
2021 STIRLING PLACE 
PHONE PO 2-1183
knots in a wooden bookcase I 
want to paint. How should they 
be treated before painting?
ANSWER: Apply a coat of pure 
fresh white shellac or a special 
knot scaler, available at well- 
stocked paint dealers, before 
painting.
PAINTING LAUNDRY TUBS
QUESTION: We want to "dress 
up” our basement. Is there any
DUTCH BEACH
Seheveningen, near The Hague 
in Holland, is noted for having 
one of the best beaches on the 
shores of the North Sea.
R. J. WILKINSON
v for EXCAVATING 
Irrigation — Drainage — etc.
BENVOULIN R.R. No. 3 
62-M-tfc
Have You Changed Yet? 
The Move Is To Gas!
You can be on "Easy St.” with 
trouble free gas heating, no mess, 
smell, it runs itself, See us today, 
we will call and estimate free 





2980 Pandosy St, Pit, PO 2-2682




Free estimates for kitchen 
cupboards, carports; n e w  
stairs, cement steps and walks, 
glass and screened porches. 
Credit arrangements available.
SPECIFY W O O D  W IN D O W S
A|1 material used in our sash and windows .  ,  ,  B.ci Coast Fir
All frames smoothly sanded 
ready for paint or vitrrmh 
Beauty: the'many styles of wood 
windows match any architectural 
design. Low; cost installation, 
easily replaced and repaired.
Can be custom made to any 
size or shape, ;
Good insulators, non-conductivc, 
’Takes any finish, will slain, paint 
or enamel to any color decor. ■ 
All our staff specialist cabinet 
makers
Wood will not rust * V . quiet in operation . . .  no vibration . i t ’s best
CABINET 
SHOP
74$\BallUe Avc. North of CNR tracks on Richter , Phone PO 2-3358
/
...For Counter'tops ;
, . ‘ , . ■ . I , ' 1 ' . '
Give new hlc to .tour Kl I Cl II !N, BATHROOM. Panclytc 
is l^liA I'PROOF . ; .  |,)U R,\BIT , , , |£ASY TO CUiAN,
A complete rapj^c of ..attractive colors and patterns, easy 
\ to apply to all surfaces, ' >
\ 1 1 1 ( 1 i i ‘ ' , i
&cc PAN FI. YIH at the store lodayr there Is n c<̂ Ior to 
match all ytiur decorqtlve schemes,
SERVICES LTD.
I Tli<’ iiio::l enmjjkT.'ly rb '(.•'»v:( l.'nnr furnishing More
, , 1 'in  in" |ii'r.u .nr • ■
521 Bernard Ann Phone PO 2-3356
- .. '... ' ) ...  ' ____________ !!
HARDWOOD FLOORS
Why do it yourself 







529 Grenfell Avc„ Kelowna 
Telephoned










Thousands of Canadian Homo owners acclaim Pierson Win­
dows, Easily screened — convenient to add storm glass — 
easy for you to install — all these features . . while retaining 
the beauty and warmth of wood framing.
Panels easily remove for cleaning. Locks In any position . , . 
nylon rollers provide smooth trouble-free operation. Frames 
welded, no Screws, no parts to assemble. Good selection of 
slz.es.
Both Thciie Windows Can Be Seen Installed at the Store
WM. HAUG & SON LTD.
1335 Water SI. Phone PO 2-21)23
Glcnmorc yard corner Gleninorc Rd. and Clement Avc. 
Phone PO 2-3208
Now's The Time To 
Get Out-of-Doors
With Our Quality BAPCO Paint
BAPCO Pure Paint BAPCO Porch nnd Floor Bupcolitc Marine Enamel
No finer ,outdoor1 paint Heavy traffic won’t mar the Quick drying, high gloss,'Long 
mndo. For doz.ons of wood surface of this protective enu* wearing quullty enamel for 
surfaccK, Color matched mcl , , . will enduro the hottest icnbln and hull Ippsklcn, Auk for 
tq your choice nutomntl- Okanagan sunshine: Cholco of , Marino Varnish and other Biipco 
cully. colors, Marine Products,
' . \ .Kdotsit,uY First, Home and Ifulusiriid Puiniing Service . ^
1619' Pandosy St. T Plinne PO 2-2134












WESTBANK — Dainty dresses 
of lovely materials, skirts . in 
tweeds and flannels, jumpers, 
blouses, aprons—all of excellent 
workmanship, were modelled at 
the George Pringle high school 
fashion show.
Mrs. R. C. Dillaboug, home 
economic teacher, acted as 
emcee, assisted by Jo-Ann Dun­
can, valedictorian for this year’s 
graduating class.
Girls from grades seven to 12 
modelled garments they had 
made during the past term, and 
the first to appear on stage were 
the 30 students in grade seven. 
Wearing their first year projects 
—aprons—these girls took part 
in a drill arranged by Mrs. Bert 
Seguss
Blouse and skirt co-ordinates 
made by more than a score f 
grade eight girls were shown 
next, and the sketch in which the 
students took part gave credit to 
their instructor as well as to 
other sources of help.
SKILL DEVELOPED
More advanced work was 
shown to advantage in the dres­
ses modelled by the grade nine 
girls, and as they came on stage 
Mrs. Dillabough drew attention 
to the excellent workmanship as 
seen in the first attempts at fit­
ting, interfacing and the use of 
zippers.
Coming on stage in pairs were 
Lorraine ’ Drought and Sharon
SUMMER SPARKLE
Blower, Sandra Sandberg and 
Lois Stutters, Janet Brown and 
Sharon Duncan, Deanna Der- 
rickson and Vicky Atkinson, Peg­
gy Stump and Jean Ingrafn, 
Janice Groat and Lois Potter, 
Heather Black and Rita Stump, 
Mona Truant and Lynn Mahler, 
Betty Popp and Marilyn Wyatt, 
Margaret Smith and Christine 
McLaughlin, Gwen Warren and 
Elizabeth Wild, Mary Tabata and 
Marve Champion, Betsy Chaplin 
and Deanna Derrickson. Sharon 
Duncan, Lorraine Drought and 
Janet Brown.
NATIONAL COSTUMES
During the intermission sev­
eral national costumes were 
modelled, including an Austrian, 
an Hawaiian and a West African. 
This last was worn, and a sec­
ond one demonstrated, by a 
native teacher of Ghana, Mrs, 
Goodridge, who showed ways in 
which the basic three pieces com­
prising the costume may be 
worn. Obviously, creative ability 
is required to drape the lengths 
of maaterials artistically, and 
just as obviously, Mrs. Good­
ridge possessed that ability. Her 
own costume was hand-woven in 
small pieces and joined together. 
A contemporary Canadian outfit 
also was modelled, and this 
showed the present trend to 
Oriental shades. Predominating 
color in this dress was a rich 
Chinese red.
By TRACY ADRIAN
Summer frocks with their 
new . low necklines demand 
beads and bangles to give 
sparkle to the more casual 
costumes. Even dressier out­
fits are more festive when 
adorned with necklaces like the 
one pictured.
Six ropes of clear and flow­
er-colored crystal beads are 
used for this handsome piece. 
It is worn with a sleeveless 
dress with a ’ow, rounded neck­
line. For a touch reminiscent 
of the “Roaring Twenties.” the 
model is sporting a wide rib­
bon headband.
Tasty Monday Menu Suggestions 
in Wieners 'n Beans, Shortcake
am y 
Perturbs




1 The Singapore Women’s Asso-
Versatile wieners are an excel­
lent food buy. Made under strict 
government supervision from 
government inspected tender cuts 
of pork and meat waste-free, 
"heat ’n’ eat” wieners are filled 
with high quality meat protein 
and some of the essential B group 
vitamins, all necessary to satis­
fy appetite and body needs.
Wieners simmer to pleasing 
plumpness in this colorful, fla­
vorful combination of corn com­
bined with a casy-to-make sauce
BOMBAY (CP> — Enlightened 
public opinion in many Asian 
countries has become perturbed
SPANISH CORN ’N’ WIENERS
1 pound wieners
1 can (15 ozs.) kernel corn
2 tbsp. butter or shortening 
.2 tbsp. chopped onion 





2 tbsp. flour 
2 cups canned tomatoes 
Place corn in buttered casser­
ole. Melt butter or shortening.
! Mashed potatoes, steamed car-j Add onion, green pepper or pars- 
Correspondent 'elation has launched a vigorous!rots, m*k* col?rfu‘ accompani.,ley and .cook until limp Stir in 
campaign against polygamy on!ments to thls Pleasin«- economi-j sugar, salt, pepper and flour
the island and in adjoining Ma­
laya. Spearheading the drive is 
Miss Shirin Fozdar, a quiet-
by recent disclosures of the ex-;Sp0]ten social worker who origin 
tent of polygamous practices-thc i ally came from Bombay. - 
ancient social system that allows j “The continuing practice of 
a man to have more than one;polygamy is an outrage on the
wife.
Surveys conducted by social 
workers in Singapore, Malaya, 
lindia, P a k i s t a n ,  Indonesia, 
Egypt, Iraq and other eastern 
lands showed that in the past dec­
ade polygamy has suffered a def­
inite setback as a result of so­
cial, political, legislative and eco­
nomic developments. But, at the 
same time, they indicated poly­
gamy still is being widely prac­
tised in many backward com­
munities, particularly in Moslem 
lands.
For example, polygamy still is 
strongly entrenched in so modern 
an Asian city - state like Singa­
pore, and some estimates place 
the Singapore polygamy rate as 
‘‘among the highest in the East.”
One Singapore newspaper re­
ported that of 1,200 husbands 
questioned at random in the "na­
tive” areas of the city, about 30 
per cent admitted having more 
than one wife.
TWENTY-FOUR WIVES
A 70-year-old Malaya merchant 
was reported to have told police 
during an investigation on some 
other charge that he had 2-1 
wives.
"Mind you, I am not running a 
concubine," he said. "They are 
all my legal wives.” When police 
later raided his house they found 
that only seven of the “wives’ 
admitted they had "married" the 
merchant out of their free will. 
The rest said they were being 
held against their consent.
conscience of civilized mankind,” 
Miss Fozdar says. Describing 
polygamy as ”a slur on the 
womenhood of Asia,” she has be­
gun a tour of several Asian coun­
tries to mobilize public opinion 
against it.
Miss Fozdar and other social 
workers hold that governments in 
Asia have only been taking half­
hearted measures for outlawing 
polygamy.
One Malayan newspaper wrote: 
"The easiest way to start street­
fighting in this country is to com­
pel males to discard their extra 
wives.”
Miss Fozdar plans to call an 
Asian women's c o n f e r e n c e  
to tackle this and other problems 
facing women.
DIVORCE EASY l
An allied problem is the re’ 
habilitation of discarded and di­
vorced women, said to number 
several thousands in some Asian 
countries. In many lands it is still 
as easy to divorce a wife as it is 
to marry her. A Singapore prov­
erb says: "It is easier to divorce 
one's wife than to light a cigar,”
Polyandry—the system under 
which one, woman marries sev­
eral husbands — has practically 
disappeared from Asia except in 
•, few pockets along the Hima­
layas. The custom' ^till is en­
trenched in Tibet and Bhutan, 
where it is believed to be rooted 





HALIFAX (CP) —. Dr. John 
Godden of the Dalhousie Univer­
sity Medical School says a “pow­
erful, aggressive and irresponsi­
ble” tobacco industry is inducing 
adolescents in increasing num­
bers to become cigaret smokers.
Dr. Godden, an associate pro­
fessor of preventative medicine, 
told the first annual meeting of 
the Canadian Thoracic Society 
Friday that cigaret advertising 
"is aimed, at creating an illusion 
in young minds that the cigaret 
is a requirement for acceptance 
as a mature, admired, successful 
young adult.
Ten per cent of heavy smokers in 
“can be sure of earning their 
cipidermoid cancers, a disease 
of the surface cells that killed 2,-
Add tomatoes and cook, stirring 
until thickened. (More flour may 
be needed to thicken, depending 
on the amount of tomato liquid.) 
Pour hot sauce over corn and 
stir to mix. Top with wieners. 
Bake 350 degrees F. for 15 to 20 
minutes. Makes 4 servings.
CHIFFON STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE
1 pint fresh strawberries
2 tbsp. sugar
8-inch sponge cake layer, brok­
en into %-inch pieces (4 to 
5 cups)
1 pkg. Strawbery Chiffon Pie 
Filling
Vz cup boilng water 
Vz cup cold water 
V4 cup sugar 
Vz cup whipping cream 
Wash and hull strawberries. 
Reserve 4 or 5 whole berries for 
garnish. Cut remaining berries 
thick slices or quarters and 
sprinkle with 2 tablespoons sugar. 
Set aside.
Place filling mix in a large 
| deep mixing bowl. Add Vi cup
Bertha Wettin and Patsy Nak- 
ata were the next to come on 
«tage, and the skirts made by 
these grade 10 girls and their 
fellow-students were up-to-the- 
minute in style. More than a 
dozen girls modelled skirts.
Zippers, catch-stitching, inter­
lining and waist-bands were feat­
ures of this project, and the 
workmanship was a credit to 
students and instructor alike.
TAUGHT WELL
As pointed out by Mrs. Dilla­
bough, the girls are taught to 
recognize good materials, and 
certainly the choice of fine wool, 
pure silk or synthetics In the 
dresses made by grade 11 girls 
proved that they had learned 
well. Jane Knoblauch wore dacron 
and rayon in a coral shade, and 
Beverly Basham chose coral 
nylon frosted with white butter­
flies. Beverly also had made the 
lace-trimmed slip worn with this 
dress.
Georgie Bevis wore a sheath 
dress in midnight blue, which 
had taken considerable care to 
manage in the making. Gladys 
Eddy’s dress of watered taffeta 
measured yards around the hem, 
and Callie Currie’s dress of 
acetate also was blue.
Joan Fielder’s dress featured 
bias binding in neckline and 
arms, as well as unpressed 
pleats, while Janet Gray had 
managed the difficult collar of 
her blue sheath dress remark­
ably well.
Joan Ingram had put careful 
workmanship into her blue 
butcher rayon, and Sharon Hie- 
bert’s crease-resistant acetate 
I was lined throughout. Jane Knob- 
jlauch modelled Eunice Segrist’s 
j charming dress in gray-blue, 
and Claire Stafford chose a pais­
ley pattern for her pretty dress.
Ethel Petterson, champion high 
jumper of the school, and also 
this year’s May Queen, is a ver­
satile student as seen by the ex­
cellent sewing in her dress. 
Marilyn Topham’s blue nylon 
featured bias binding at neck 
and sleeves, and EUa Wettin, 
president of Y-teens, bound the 
buttonholes in her dress. Diane 




Jo-Anne Duncan acted as 
commentator for the girls of this 
year’s graduating class, and the 
first to model her workmanship 
was Kathleen Ingram, president 
of the student council. Kathleen, 
who plans to enter nurse’s train­
ing, wore a white cotton with a 
fine gold stripe, while Pat Shet- 
ler, also an executilve member 
of the council, modelled a blue 
dress in which french cuffs, a 
yoke, and contrasting brown bone 
buttons were the highlights.
Meth Cameron’s dress of jer­
sey, lined throughout, was pro­
fessional in appearance, and 
Marilyn Inglis, who plans a 
business career, wore a smart 
costume, which drew many com­
ments. Kay Mash’s electric blue 
dress with its stand-up collar, 
also drew forth comment.
ALICE WIN SB V, Women’s Editor
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GLENMORE
GLENMQRE — 1st Glenmors 
Brownie Pack ended this season 
with a picnic at the Glenmoro 
dam. Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Linenko 
and Mr. and Mrs. F. J . Coe 
helped to transport some 20 
Brownies with their leader, Mrs, 
Hugh Earle.
The picnic was very successful 
and the Brownies saw a great 
variety of birds; several birds* 
nests and a squirrel’s nest. The 
observation game was won by 
the Pixie patrol.
A wiener roast followed. Prizes 
were presented to the Elf six for 
best attendance during the year, 
to the Leprechauns for bringing 
most Fairy Gold and to the Pixies 
for neatness of uniform.
Rain prevented the sing-song 
from) being held as planned, but 
everyone had a most enjoyable 
afternoon and felt that it was a 
fitting end to a very successful 
year.
The Glenmore branch of the 
Anglican Parish Guild ended 
their season with a pot-luck sup­
per last Monday evening at the 
home , of Mrs. P. C. Turgoose.
Mrs. W. R. Hicks of Knox 
Mountain Road has as house 
guest for the summer her sister, 
Mrs. J. H. Pinkler of Edmonton.
Friends of Mrs. Clarence Hume 
were sorry to hear of the death 
of her mother, Mrs. Coatsworth 
in Vancouver. Mr. and Mrs. 
Hume left a few days ago for 
the Coast to attend the funeral.
Out-of-town guests for the Hor- 
koff-Snowsell wedding included 
Mrs. H. P. Hubbard and Mrs. 
Paul LeLoup, from Vancouver.
GENTLEMEN'S CHOICE
By TRACY ADRIAN
Here’s a well-tailored sports 
jacket tthat has won approval 
from gentlemen all around the 
country.
It’s of worsted, with flapped
and buttoned military pockets 
and a deep side vent. The fab­
ric is light enough for summer 
nights and the styling makes 
the jacket perfect for wear with 
slacks.
HITHER AND YON
800 Canadians last year 
“The safe cigaret is probably j boiling water and mix thorough- 
a fantasy,” ho said. “A tar-frcojly. Add 1/2 cup cold water. Then 
cigaret would be tasteless. If the | beat vigorouslv with a rotary 
tar content is reduced to very [beater,' or at highest speed of 
low levels the consumer will re- electric mixer until mixture is 
fuse them or smoke so many vcry foam y-tables about 1 min-
Children's Music Appreciation 
Started Early By Wise Parents
By Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D.
Blessed is the child who 
hears good music In, his home 
from Infancy until ho is grown 
up. His parents love good music. 
They contlnally turn the radio 
and TV dial to good music. They 
have records of good music, in­
cluding those of the great mas­
ters, for their children.
In infancy and early child­
hood this youngster often goes 
to sleep hearing lovely music. 
After he’s six or eight, his par­
ents Inspire him to listen to the 
great symphonies on the air and 
to go with them to music halls 
whero symphonies and oporns 
•re  played.
With an Increasing number of 
adults listening to operatic mu- 
ale on records, oh the air, and 
still moro attending symphonies; 
we can hope that more and more 
chlldlrcn will be exposed to clas­
sical music.
MUSIC AT SCHOOL
In1 recent years, the public 
schools have attracted many 
children to enter school bands, 
especially at the Junior ni\d sen­
ior high school levcds, \ ,
\ Far more children, however, 
choose to play wind instruments 
rather than stringed Instruments 
at \ school, The former provide 
more glamor, especially for, mar­
ching and playing at school 
game* and in community par­
ades. . Youths 1 can't strut and
Imrade so easily with stringed nstruments. - 1
Mastery of u wind Instrument 
requires less time uiut work, us 
a nile, than mastery or a String;
1 FORMER NAME
cd Instrument or the piano.
Many a youth with a wind In­
strument can learn enough in 
the regular classroom hours of 
practice to keep his place in the 
school band, He rarely can keep 
his place if he plays n stringed 
Instrument, unless he takes In­
dividual lessons and spends 
hours practicing at home.
AVOIDS THE VIOLIN '
So modern youth, usually al- 
lcrgio to effort and hnrd work, 
avoids the violin, The average 
youth in the school band docs 
very little muslcnl practice' at 
home and gains little apprecia­
tion of the amount of hard work 
required fOr proficiency at play­
ing any- Instrument,
Most parents, It seems, take 
little or no responsibility for, see­
ing to H that the child In the 
school band or orchestra prac­
tices at home,
, Many pnroiits buy expensive 
instruments for their children, 
wlio usually do no serious hnd 
regular practicing at home, even 
though individual lessons may 
also be provided,
Parents who really care see to 
It that the child who plays any 
instrument, nt,'school does faith­
ful homework with it,
(My bulletin, "Parents and 
The Child's Homework" may he 
hnd by sending a Holf-ftd(hesHcd 
U,S. stamped .envelope to mo in 
care of this ncwspnperA
ANSWERING PARENTS’ 
QUESTIONS ,
Q. Our daughter, five, likes to 
count up to ten and wauls to 
know what some letters ,are, 
, Should 1 encourage these inter­
ests or Ignore ihem'i 
A,
more than his intake of cancer- 
producing tar will rise to former 
levels.”
J '
y  9 ^
ute. Add Vi cup sugar and beat 
until filling stands in peaks — 
takes 1 to 3 minutes. Fold in 
sliced strawberries. Pour vj of 
the filling mixture into a 9-inch 
tube pan, then arrange xk  of the 
sponge cake pieces in a layer 
over the filling, Repeat layers. 
Cover with the remaining filling. 
Chill until set, about 2 or 3 hours.
To unmold, run knife or spat­
ula around sides of pan; turn 
onto serving plate. Whip cream; 
spread over top of ,dessert. Cut 
remaining strawberries' In half, 
hnd use as garnish over cream, 
Makes 8 to 10 servings.
Note: 1 package (15 ounces) 
drained frozen strawberies may 
be used in place of the fresh 
strawberries and two tablespoons 
sugar. Use V4 cup drained berry 
juice in place of the cold water.
SUITING THE ’ 
TEEN-AGER
\  Bjr VERA WINSTON
S^mc of the freshest suits of 
the season have been designed 
for teen-ngers who have evinc­
ed , a delight in what used to 
be considered a more., adult 
fashion: Hero Is one such, n 
brown njid white check, that 
takes to dressing up or re­
mains smnrt, ns Is. A brown 
grosgrnln bow and white pearl 
buttons trim the Jacket, which 
hrtngs straight, to the hipbone,,, 
Two small pockets extend from 
the front band, Good with 
either sweater or blouse.
TEACHERS^HONORED
May Queen EtfieTPetterson and 
her Royal Party came on stage 
next, and Queen Ethel presented 
corsages to the following teach­
ers; Mrs. Art Beet, Mrs. O. G. 
Walker, Mrs. Bert Seguss, Mrs. 
M. L. Riely, Mrs. R. L. Dilla- 
baugh and also to Mrs. George 
Gillis, who does secretarial work 
at the school. ■
Afternoon tea followed the 
fashion show and this was pre­
pared and served by the girls of 
the home economic classes.'
WEEKEND TRIP . . .  Mr. and 
Mrs. W. M. Underwood have re­
turned after enjoying a few days 
in Spokane, Wash.
ATTENDS FUNERAL . . .  Mrs. 
R. V. Mills of Glenmore journey­
ed to Vancouver at the weekend 
to attend the funeral of her, fa­
ther who passed away suddenly.
YOUNG GOLFERS . . . who 
participated in the Junior Golf 
Championships at Revelstoke at 
the week’s end were Byron 
Johnston, Grant and Mark Shir- 
riff, and Jamey Stevens.
Sir W’illiam Orpen, the British 
painter who died in 1931, started 




Phone your carrier first
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 pan. and 7:30 p.m.
NORTHERN DWELLERS
Canada^ Eskimo population ■ of 
about 10,000 Is scattered across 
n northern area of more than 
750,000 square miles,
into A N D  BLOW
Choose Cushions 
For Color Accent
For the housewife who is look­
ing for Inexpensive pick-me-ups 
to glye now life to her living
room, decorator cushions, arc the 
answer.
New shapes, new fabrics, now 
colors In these versatile decorator 
accents now offer new Bcopo for 
c°lor and comfort In the homo,
u Squares, triangles, round and 
bolster-typo cushions with covers 
that run the gamut from antique 
silk sheen through taffeta, tex­
tured, cotton, corduroy to velve­
teen and'leatherette nrc a grow­
ing style trend on the Canndinn 
market.
Some cushions , have fringed 
edging «nd button and welting for 
detailed accent. Many have zip 
off covers for easy care,
These cushions are every. 
Where: on the floor, its TV nnd 
cnsunl stacking cushions for both 
indoor and Outdoor living, ranged 
ulong the bi«ck, of a chesterfield 
to provide color accent, tucked in­
to chairs for comfort and grouped 
ns n dccorntlvo touch In the bed­
rooms to pick up drapery tones, 
Interior decorators claim' cask- 
h»h» nre u "must*' to bring u 
color ueheme to life. One dcCor- 
»hu uses "ut 1,-unt 
six for living room accents* U'h 
no wonder 'because cushions come
OKANAGAN MISSION
OKANAGAN MISSION-Kathy 
Tod had a number of little friends 
to a wiener roast at the home of 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon 
Tod, Crichton Rd. The occasion 
was her tenth birthday.
Guests registered at the Eldor 
ado Arms have been Miss E, 
Walker, Victoria; Mr. and Mrs. 
J., Hunt and children, Vancouver; 
W. D. Walks, R. C. Hawkes, Van­
couver; Dale Poindexter, Spo­
kane, Wash.
St. George P. Baldwin returned 
home by nlr last week after a 
short holiday spent in Honolulu 
with Mr, and Mrs. Gordon Bald, 
win.
Mrs. G. B. Ford, Hobson Road, 
who has been staying with her 
son, Mr, Tom Scott and family 
in Vnncouvor after a holldny in 
California, has returned to her 
homo here. Whjlo In the States, 
Mrs, Ford also visited Reno, Ne­
vada.
Mr. and Mrs, Bruno Bobak, 
well known artists of Vancouver, 
started a two week course of in­
struction hero today.
Mrs, Bobak will teach oil paint­
ing nnd drawing indoors. Mr, J3o- 
bak will teach water color and 
outdoor sketching, The meeting 
for registration will bo at Miss 
Mary Bull's studio at 7 p,m, Mr, 
and Mrs. Bobak nrc staying nt 
the Walnut Glove Auto Court,
"You mean to say—  
just 3 -a -d ay  may 
send backache away!”
Sounds good! Logical, too! You see the norms! job of the 
kidneys is to remoee excess wastes and acids 
—so often the cause of backache—from the 
system. Dodd’s Kidney Pills stimulate the 
kidneys in this function and so may bring you 
that welcome relief from backache they hare 
many others. Try just 3-a-day. You can depend 
on Dodd’s—in the blue box with the red band. 64
f/7
SALLY'S SALLIES
n i  1 # m .......................... Y‘*». Her Counting and fa- ..Tha' heart o f an,elephant bcfcta'lr? subtle
Oslo, capital nf, Norway, was millnrlly with letters of the nl<,!̂ l to 40 time* a ihlnuto,: com-' vibrant tones and evrrv 
long known as Chrlstlann «i)d be-phnhet should, prove useful to I pared with 300 or more beat* for | play an Important r o l l ' * ”
iher m tho first grade. ■Uan as a lettlcmcnt in 10t7, the htjnrm tft •  mouse. spark to any loom. in adding
"J'U Ult tWi one aa 'Sun I«U»
Inb laaow f'* '
W I N
J? X lH iJ l i
Y E A R ’S
G A S
S U P P L Y ! !
' l l
A YEAR'S GAS SUPPLY FREE! T h a t’s the 
wonderful prize going to 10 Interior families in a  
lucky draw contest to bo hold by your gas equip­
ment dealer.
These 10 prizes — one for each sales territory — 
are the Surprise Bonuses offered in the Spring 
Package Price Deal your local gas appliance dealer 
is now making on natural gas furnaces and water 
heaters.
The Package Price deal — which includes all 
installation costs —AolTers you a iM saving in price. 
The budget telrms A- which include arrangements 
for deferring monthly payments till Fall if desired — 
are the best yet. In addition, anyono buying the 
two units (or a  furnaco alone) is eligiblo to enter ■ 
th e  F R E E  gas d ra w .
, w . f./'I
■ii1J
l"(W
Act now/ Bee your dealer about 
a natural gati furnace and water 
heater, Y o u 1 may win a  year's 
gat supply FREK!
INLAND NATURAL GAS
! r NATURAL OAS, . .  doss so much , . ,  costs so lUtlsI
NATUIAL CAS
i •  11 •
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t h a t  s e i i t  t h e  r e a d e r  o u t  o f  t h e  h o u s e  t o
S I N C E  A  M A J O R  A M O U N T  O F  A D V E R T I S I N G  S  c re a te d  b y  h a v e  h e lp e d  to m a k e  tho u sa n ds o f  p ro d u c ts  h o u s e ho ld  w a r d s . , 
a d v e rtis in g  a ge n c ie s, t h e  c h a n c e s  a re  t h a t  one o f  the c o u n t ry 's  , T h r o u g h  t h e ir  c o n trib u tio n  to g r e a t e r  sales, thcy> as w o l f  a »
1 13 skilled a gencies t h o u g h t  u p ,  wrote^ designed a n d  p l a c e d /  th e ir c lients h a v e  helped us to e n j o y  , the second h ig h e s t 
the n e w sp a pe r a d  t h a t  sent this  la d y  o u t  to b u y . , s t a n d a r d  o f  living a n y w h e r e  in th e  w o r ld ,  ,
L a s t  y e b r ,  a d v e rtis in g  a g e n c ie s  a n d  o t h e r  advertisers in C a n -  1 A g e n c ie s  a n d  newspapers h a y e  a lw a y s ,  w o rk e d  c td s °ly  to
oda pla c e d  over $ 1 6 4 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  w o r t h  o f  n a tio n a l a d v e rtis in g  >, b rin g  news of products a n d  services to Y O U ,  M o s t  a gencies
in n e w sp a pe rs, m a g a z i n e s ,  radio,.-^television, o u td o o r a n d  like the clients the y  serve so w e ll ,  re c o g n ize  the d a lly  n o w s-
\ r a n s l t  a d v e rtis in g , T h e  largest a m o u n t ,  b y  f a r ,  wps Invested' p a p o r as the most e ffe c tiv e  a d v e rtis in g  m e d i u m  to In tro d u c e  >
in d a ily  new spapers, ^  , a n d  m a i n t a i n  a n y  product o n  the m a r k e t .
, T h e  fu n c tio n  o f a n  a d v e r t is in g  a g e n c y  is to Increase the sales , 1
a n d  p ro fits  o f its c lients. In a re la tive ly  few years, A g e n c ie s  THE TOTAL SELLING MEDIUM IS THE DAILY NEWSPAPER
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Your Words W ork Wonders In Courier Classifieds - Dial PO  2-4445
Deaths i Personal
McARTHUR — Passed away at! __
her home at 6S7 Burne Ave. on ' Responsible Canadian Gentleman
wishes to meet unattached lady 
around 43 years of age. 
Companionship.
Object matrimony.
Box 3907. Kelowna Courier.
264
Saturday, Mrs. Annie McArthur, 
aged 85 years. Funeral for the 
late Mrs. McArthur will be held 
from Day's Chapel of Rememb­
rance on Wed., June 10 at 2 p.m.
Rev. R, S. Leitch will conduct the 
service. Remains are being for­
warded to Souris. Manitoba for -  
interment in the family plot., MUniEKS
Surviving Mrs. McArthur a re ! Need extra help? Try our Jolly 
two sons, one daughter, two!Jumpers.” <=h‘*"'' * shon
brothers, one sister, and ôur i __j_____
grandchildren. Mr. McArthur. .  , . ■
predeceased several years ago, in ; BlISIHCSS P e rS O n S I 
Souris, Manitoba. Day's Funeral.
















i  ------ r'VPFRT r I .EAXIXG i OFFICE HEIPWANTEDEXPERT CLEANING lMan with fruit packinghouse ex-
iHnve your rugs, carPt‘t̂  ' perience particularly in loading
| hoist cry quickly cleaned in your ^ shjpping department. Gener- 
home or office. No muss, no odor,! aj knowledge 0f varieties, pack
WANTED
Someone who is now 
commuting between 
Kelowna and Vernon 
by car
to deliver newspapers 
to Vernon daily.
Able to leave Kelowna 
at 2:30 p.m.
Phone PO 2-4445
LAKESHORE LOT -  CASA LOMA BEACH
This lovely lakeshore lot faces the bridge and City of Kel­
owna. It is protected from the prevailing winds and is in a 
most popular area for boating and water skiing. The owner 
has decided to remain in the East and has listed it for sale. 
The measurements are 70’xl58’.
FULL PRICE $6,500.00
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. DIAL POplar 2-3227
Cars And Trucks
I
—----------------  , no *'jU‘̂ , t0Ue^,ls Ahc jUf.! ing procedures and packages p iD p i ir ATION MANAGFR 1DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE | soft drv foam that s immediately alsQ lmportant< Full time employ- CIRCULATION MANAOhli ■
LXD. removed. For more information ment j n Kelowna for applicant
about this very convenient scrv* wjth necessary qualifications.
Our aim is to be worthy of your icc< free estimate no obligation Pension and MSA plans avail- 
/-r,nfiHonre pleas- phone PO .-4371 a f t e r " ‘able. Address applications to 1
2581
The Daily Courier - I
Your Dream House Soon Ready for 
Occupancy in The All New Pridham 
Subdivision




New Car Guarantee — DO days or 4.000 miles. 
Guaranteed trade-in allowance regardless of condition. 
NO CRATE DEPOSIT NEEDED 
WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES 
• Delivery in approximately 72 hours.
Installed in your car for as little as 








1865 Ellis St. Phone PO 2-2204 l, m- Box 3880, Kelowna Courier. 260
Coming Events
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF j EXPERIENCED 
[used equipment; mill, nnne and 
■logging supplies; new and used 
wire i„pe; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd.. 250 Prior St.,
Vancouver, B.C., Phone Mutual 
1-6357. TH-S-tf
. — - — ~ |  This sparkling new tame, living room with fireplace, three
HAIRDRESSER WA I  bedrooms, dining are ;, all with wall-to-wall carpeting, NHA I
built by Douillard. Modern kitchen featuring golden ash cup- * 
boards, arborite counter and stainless steel sink. Automatic |  
oik fitrnin̂ r* hnfr hnntnr in full h.’ist'inrnt_ Extorinr B





ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION ______________ _____
Here is your chance to learn MOSS PAINTING AND
from the experts how to save life.! DECuRATING contractor, Kel- 
It’s simple when you know howjowna> b c . Exterior and interior 
. . .  the life you save may be one | painting, paper hanging Phone 
of vour own fnmilv’s . . so your requirements now, PO 2- 
conie along to the fire Hall Mon-, 357s, M. Th. tf
day. 8 and 15 June for lessons
Time 7:30. _ ___ 257. 263
A FRIENDSHIP TEA SPON­
SORED by th e  Social Credit 
Women's Auxiliary will be held 
at Premier and Mrs. Bennett s 
home. 1979 Ethel St.. June 10, 
2:30 to 4:30. Guests will be 
Premier and Mrs. W. A. C. Ben­
nett. Come and bring a friend. 
Tea will be 35c.
STROHM'S BARBER A N D 
Beauty Simp, 2974 South Pandosy. 
Open all day Wednesday, closed 
Monday. Hours 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
in new house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone PO 2-4831.
men. wed. Iri tf
258 (SEWING
P L A N E R )
tailer and grader and also grader! ___________
for work in yard. Contact She!-; COTTAGES~ AT THE .
lev[Sawmills Ltd., 1132 3rd Ave.,, Scottish Cove Resort are still ll 
Prince George, B.C. ‘■a8 available by tne week throughout i ■
the summer season, excepting ) | 
the last two weeks of July, lotsHelp Wanted (Female)
gas furnace and ot water eater i  f ll ba eme t. terior 
features entrance planter plus attractive brick veneer facing. 
Close to schools and new “Capri” shopping centre. All this for 
just $3761.52 down with total price of $15,975.00, payments 
$93.00 per month including taxes.
To view please call ,
Now Under New. Management








:of shade, sheltered cove for boats. | |  
'Full cooking facilities. Write ■ 
Scottish Cove Resort, Box 97, |  
Westbank, B.C., or phone SOuth I  
8-5634. 262
s
I 24 HOUR 
E' Car and Truck Service
LARGE NICELY FURNISHED 
light housekeeping room. Reason­
able. Suitable for two. Noil 
smokers, non drinkers. Phone 
PO 2-2559, 482 Glenwood. 261
SUITES AND ROOMS — Newly 
Applications are invited from decorated. Immediate possession, 
ladies with suitable retailing ex- 1238 St. Paul. Phone PO 2-6437,
perience for positions with super­
visory responsibilities in our new 
Vernon Store. These positions will 
be available on or about August 
1, 1959.
We are Dartieularly interested in
CUSTOM MADE
SIXTO "ANNUAL DANCE Revue'd. apes, guaranteed work Com 
Jean Vipond School. Saturday, petitne pnce_Joan Degenhardt^
June 13, Anglican Hal!, 8 P m-' Pllane ^ £ i ‘3r>‘6:____________ . . . ...
Tickets from pupils or at door. s e p t jc  TANKS AND GREASE lowing departments
Adults 75c, Children 35c. _262;traps cieanedi vacuum equipped.
KELOWNA*PRODUCTIONS AN-)Interior Septic Tank Service
NUAL General Meeting. Tuesday,; Phone PO 2-2674._____________tf
June 9, 8:00 p.m.. Studio A .; CEMETERY BRONZE TABLETS 
CKOV. 258 and memorial granites. H.
ROOM FOR RENT -  VERY 
close in. Lady preferred. Non 
drinkers. Kitchen privileges if
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _  _  i  preferred. Call 595 Lawrence or
tf ladies with experience in the foi-;P^one PO 2-3873. tf
261
LUPT0N AGENCIES LTD.
1536 ELLIS ST. EVENINGS 2-8214 PHONE 2-4400 | j  REid S COR.
|  256, 258 j
AQUATIC DINING ROOM NOW ISchuman, 465 Morrison Ave 
open for the season. tf Phone PO <s-4317._____________tf
i FULLY MODERN UNFURNISH- 
1. Lingerie and Foundation Gar- j ED ground floor duplex. Central,
Personal
UNWANTED HAIR
Vanished awav with Saca-Pelo. 
Saca-Pelo is • different. It does 
not dissolve or remove hair from 
the surface, but penetrates and 
retards growth of unwanted hair.
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone PO 2-2481. .tf
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept, for best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave M-TH-tf
Position Wanted
Lor-Beer Lab. Ltd., Ste. 5, 679! STENOGRAPHER AVAILABLE. 
Granville St., Vancouver 2 ,1 
B.C.
ments. j available
2. Ladies’ Coats, Suits and jsaucien 
Dresses.
3. Linens and Piece Goods.
4. Children’s Wear.
5. Cosmetics and Sundries.
6. Notions, Fancy Goods and 
Wools.
7. Hosiery, Laces, Ribbons,
Gloves and Accessories.
Applicants should have specific 
sales experience in one or all of 
these departments. Ability to 
supervise the work of others is 
also essential. Salaries dependent 
upon previous experience. Writ­
ten applications only are required j
June 30. Apply
THE BERNARD LODGE 
' Rooms by day. week, month, also 
housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone PO 2-2215., tf !





1.535 sq. ft., ultra modern 
throughout. Hardwood floors, 
panelled walls, ceiling-to- 
floor brick fireplace, gas 
furnace, full basement. In 
new subdivision. Only 200 
yards to fine beach.
OKANAGAN MISSION
LOTS AVAILABLE
In this fine new suo-division, 
with access to beach, only 4 
miles from Kelowna. Natural 
gas and approved water sys­
tem available, good soil con­
ditions. School and commu­
nity hall nearby.
View these lots today.
PIIONE J. W. SWAISLAND AT PO 4-4452
IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
IN THE MATTER of the 
“Quieting Titles Art” being 
Chapter 282 of the Revised 
Statutes of British Columbia. 
1'JlvS.
— and ■—
IN THE MATTER of title to 
those parcels of land lying be­
tween the Westerly boundery 
of Lot 2, Plan 2147 and Lot 5, 
Plan 6701, Osoyoos Division 
Yale District. City of Kelowna, 
and the High Water Mark of 
Okanagan Lake.
TAKE NOTICE that by Order 
1946 CHEV COUPE—Completely; dated the 28th day of May, 1959, 
customized and in excellent con- j His Honour Judge Gordon Lind- 
dition. What’s your offer? See at j say, Local Judge of the Supreme 
Kelowna Shell Service, corner Court, in Chambers, directed that
|  For fine Texaco Products —
! Diesel Fuel for truck and ears.
PII. PO 5-5027
258
Harvey and Richter, 260
MUST SELL EITHER ’52 
Dodge Pickup or '49 Plymouth. 
Both in good condition with good 
tires and well cared for. Phone 
PO 5-5505. tf
Notice of the application of Lois 
Gertrude Williamson for a Decla­
ration of Title to the above men­
tioned lands under the Quieting 
Titles Act and of the said Order 
should be published for two (2) 
weeks in the British Columbia
MUST SELL — 1955 VOLKS-!Gazct.tc 11 ntl onC(‘ a wcek for tw® 
WAGEN. Verv good value! j l2' wcoks ln the Kelowna Courier. 
Price $995.00. Phone PO 2-8659. I AND F U R T H E R  T A K E
257 [NOTICE that any person having
-------------- — -----------------------  an adverse claim to the said
FOR QUICK SALE — 1956 FORD|iands must file,in the Registry 
Fairlane, fully equipped, excel- :0f the Supreme Court at Kelowna, 
lent condition. Phone PO 2-6173. I British Columbia, a statement of
NEW 2 BEDROOM HOUSE -  
Refrigerator, automatic washer, 
electric stove, $90 per month. 
Phone PO 2-8182. 259
2 BRIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
rooms. Private entrance. Ladies 
preferred. Phone PO 2-2177 or 
call 1810 Ethel St. 260
SLEEPING ROOM. SUITABLE 
for working person. Phone PO 2-
ThnrCO«wir 2741 Experienced in operating switch-! aV'this^"time. Personal interviews 13097. ' _________ 259
_____________  ___ ---------------(board, bookkeeping machine and 'wjn be arranged later. ■ I4 ROOM SUITE FURNISHED
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS -  general office machines. Phone !piease address an applications i and heated. Phone PO 2-3104.•*t rv s~\ n _ COT Unl/Mttnfi i-rf 1 J-id-tl ottor S n m ASX . . .  . • 1 • , 1 ___a I
LAKESHORE
7 Blocks from Bernard South Side
2 bedrooms, garage attached with extra room in full basement, 
oil furnace, beautiful view of bridge and west side of lake, 
14,300 sq. foot lot. Beautifully landscaped with foreshore rights, 
lawn equipped with sprinkler system.
FULL PRICE $25,000.00 WITH $14,000.00 DOWN PAYMENT
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone PO 2-2846 Evenings PO 2-2975. PO 2-4454, PO 2-2912
tf
1957 BUICK SEDAN — MANY 
extras. Reasonable. Will consider 
smaller or older car part pay­
ment. Phone PO 2-4405. 260
1941 FORD 2 DOOR SEDAN — 
Reconditioned motor. New tires. 
Full price $80. Phone PO 5-5901.
262
1956 700 MERCURY TANDEM 
with gravel box and bunks. Phone 
PO 2-4781. 261
Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna. PO 2-4431 after 5 p.m.
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
258, which should include a recent. 
photo or. snapshot to the Employ-1 




AIR CONDITIONING MOVING AND STORAGE
For all'your heating, air conditioning and 
rclrigcration .problems contact the experts. | 
ARCTIC REFR IG ERATIO N  
1980 Pandosy St.
LOVELY 2 ROOM UNFURNISH­
ED suite. Available June 1. Phone 
PO 2-8613. tf
NURSE FOR VALLEY CLINIC, 
half—thne at present, with pos­
sibility of full time employment
D. c h a p m a n  l  Co. . v_~4talf thne at present, with pos-
Alticd Van Lines. Agents Local, Long
Distance Moving. Commercial and. House-, ... . „  r ,„ u „
phnne po1 °«82 h°td storage phone P02-2928 datcr. Write Box No. 3791, Daily- ...........  Phone P O ^ i „  Courier, giving quahfications,
ALUMINUM AWNINGS NOVELTILS AND GIFTS
Lost and Found
l - - v;~v FRANK'S -NOVKLTY it GIFT SHOPKoolvent awnis ■ ■ • ; * 1 Harold Johnston, Prop,..
1033 PandosJ S?., geiowna. Ph. PO 2-3011'. Hobby Supplies. Jokes. Tricks. Toys.
Iiimvoo. v.,.. • . Games. Fine China, Souvenirs. . ___ _________________________ _________
1243 Bernard Ave..' _  Phone_ PO2-33021 j^ST  _  BLUE BUDGIE BIRD
PAINTING AND DECORATING in
SLEEPING ROOM. 453 LAWR­
ENCE Ave. Phone PO 2-2414.
tf
age, marital status, etc. 265
Schools And Courses
' a p p l ia n c e  r e p a ir s
PHOTO SUPPLIES
Wanted To Rent
turner Bros. | a *i'vt rsisir uovua/ia iusu  vicinity of Pridham sub-
Major Appliance Repairs At i E X P E R IE N C ED  painter, decorator, sign i seeing it please
Kelowna Service Clinic .painter, also Disney cartoons for chit. ;phonc PO 2-6017. 253
Phone PO2-2031 1569 Water St dren’s playrooms. Will do professional
-------- -2- — • •• • ■ — ------r "  job. CONTACT H. Peter Kuehn, Phone
■ J IM ’S AUTOMATIC , P0  2.49(i3
Appliance Service ----------- ------------------— _ —  ----------------
Recommended Westlnghouse Service 
Phone PO2-2001 At Bennett’s
~~ a u c tio n eer s" ’
Ready Cash Awaits You lor all house­
hold effects. Also goods taken In for' 
auction. Phone P02-292I. 275 Leon Ave.
CROW E'S AUCTION ROOMS
(WANTED IMMEDIATELY BY 2
™d°Lvicesiadalt s 3 bedroom bungalow
274 Bernard Ate.
CAR DEALERS
SI EG MOTORS 
Borsward and Renault Sales i t  Service i 
142 Bcrnaid Ave. Phone P02-34521
Night; P02-3418
keiowna! unfurnished in Kelowna. Wel- 
Phone PO2-2108 ,j come Inn Motel, 1824 Vcrhon
PLUMBING '- AND' HEATING Road. Phone PO_2-41231__ _261
YOUNG COUPLE WISH TO 
rent 2 bedroom home in town. 
Phone PO 2-4075, 261
T. J. FAHLMAN
1569 Water St. Phone PO2-2031
Plumbing and Heating
MAPLE RIDGE EQUITATION 
CENTRE
The Maple Ridge Equitation Cen­
tre is putting on courses in riding 
for all ages and standards of rid­
ing commencing June 29th —• go- 
iing right through to September. 
You can take one, two or more 
weeks or stay on for. the two 
months. Accommodation fo r  
boarding students in comfortable 
Lodge near the stables. Chief In­
structress is Mrs. April Mervcdt 
(ffrench-Mullen).; B.H.S, Write 
for programme and rates to: 
32nd Rd., Walnut Place, Haney. 
Phone INg, 3-9711 or INg. 3-9717.
DAIRY FARM
80 acres of bottom land on paved road. 15 registered Holsteins 
plus calves. 2 tractors with full line of equipment, 2 barns and 
cooler, good 4 bedroom family home.
FULL PRICE $32,000 WITH Vz CASH TO HANDLE.
C. E. METCALFE REALTY LTD.
253 BERNARD AVE. PHONE PO 2-4919
Evenings PO 2-3163
2 BUICKS -  SEDAN AND 
Coupe. Must sell. Apply 572 El­
liott Ave. 261
his claim within four (4) weeks 
from the first publication of this 
Notice and that otherwise the said 
Declaration of Title may be made 
without regard to such claim.
Dated this 29th day of May, 1959.





Re: Establishing Advance 
Deposit for Oversize and 
Overweight Permit fees 
Any owner of a Commercial
1958 TUDOR CHEV _ LOW WlShiiig to establish a
m ileage  Etone TO 2-4511 after credit authorization for oversize
?fin|and overweight permit fees,
_!__!___ :___ :______ ,-------- — [whichwill bc charged under Sec»
1951 CHEV. DELUXE STATION tions 18 and 19 of the “Depart- 
Wagon. Phone PO 2-6308. 259[ment of Commercial Transport
— —  -------- : — Act” , should make application to
T r a i l a r c  the Deputy Minister, Dguglas ■
I ld l lC la  Building, Victoria, B.C., prior to
June 25th, 1959.
A cash deposit equal to two 
(2) months’ estimated pcimit 
fecSj with a minimum of $200.00 
will be required. All cheques 
must be made payable to the 
Minister of Finance and accom­
pany the application.
28 FOOT FULLY EQUIPPED 
house trailer. Full price $2,700. 
Contact Dorothy Weber, c/o 




: .Do it yourself nod save!
Priced as'low  ns $3,000.
-------  - , - ..... .. , ,, JUMBO ENTKH PK ISES
DURAULEAN U .KANS furniture, ruRi pan{i0!ly st„ Kelowna, Ph. PO 2-3041
CLEANING SERVICES
and wnlls the scientific' way. No sntur- 
atlon. Rensnnuhle rales, Free estimate, 
R IT E  WAY C LEAN ERS 
, P02-2973
DECORATING
KELOW NA PAINT It’ W A LLPA PER . LTD. 





239 Rernard Ave. Phono PO2-2110
DELICATESSENS
8cm to E i) i 'R 'S  
RnusnKr* 4  Delicatessen 
Phone PO2-2130 623 Harvey AVe.
, All sausaKcs made on the premises,
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
YVONNE F, HUSH
Letters, reports, circulars, bulletins. 
mlneoKraphlnx etc,
Room 2 318 Rernard Phone P02-2347
RUBBER STAMPS
DELIVERY SERVICE
CbM KT *  D E L IV E R Y  SER V IC E  
, Phone P03-2855
General Cartnyc
268 I,eon Ave, Kelowna, B.C,
' SP EED Y " DE I j  V ER Y  SER V IC E  
Delivery and Trnnsler Service 
II, E, lllermnio Hanson 
1127 Ellis SI,
Phones Day PO 3-K'23 
, Eve PO 2-3122
INTER IO R  STAMP CO.
1449 Ellis St, Phone PO2-206S
fhituiitrtlon and Speed on Your 
Rubber Stamp Needs,
SAND AND GRAVEL
Delivered strnluht Irnni- our, pit, 
Crushed Roadway Gravel lor your drive1 
way , , . Phone PO 2.4183 or PO 4-4372. 
J, \Y. BEDFORD, LTD,',
CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS












ING the famous Comer and Doran 
Method of Hairstyling and Cos­
metology. Basic . . . Brush-Up 
, . . Advanced Courses. Write 
for free literature. New West­
minster School of Hairdressing, 
228 Sixth St. New Westminster, 
B.C. sat 279
Radio Accessories
BATTERIES FOR EVERY Type 
transistor, portable radio, Barr 
and Anderson. 594 Bernard. , tf
$2,000 DOWN 
LARGE FAMILY HOME
8 room stucco semi bungalow 
with part basement, garage and 
fruit trees located on Richter 
St. Only 3 blocks to Safeway. 
Combination stove included in 
full price of only $10,250. A 
Multiple Listing.
FULL PRICE $6,450 CASH 
BE SURE TO SEE THIS
6 room bungalow with garage 
and one room cabin plus 6 as­
sorted fruit trees, only 1 block 
to lake near Gyro Park. A sacri­
fice price as owner is moving to 
Vancouver. A new Multiple, List­
ing, Call C. Hill PO 2-4960 ro the 
above properties or Reekie 




WANTED — 1 TO 3 ACRES with 
lakeshore, not necessarily on 
Lake Okanagan, .with or without 
buildings, power essential.. Will 
visit area in July, would ap­
preciate hearing offers. George 
J. Lowing, 6 Aberdeen Place, 
Saskatoon,, ’Sa.sk; • • 259
SHEEP OR CATTLE’ ra’n CH — 
buy or rent with option to buy. 
Have VLA. Wilfred .Thornhill, 
Box 172, Grand Forks, B.C, 260
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model car, 
see us about our low cost 'finane- ( 
ing service, available for either 
dealer or private, sales. C;m 
ruthers & Meikle, . 364 Bernard
256, 257 , 258 , 268, 269, 270 1Kl1-' U’SL>C. 011 he <rNR s .N,cw‘iloundland lines 'has.been placed1
|in Bowator park here by a local 
service club. The service now is 
convened to diesel locomotives.
FINAL HOME ’
CORNER BROOK, Nfld. (CP) 
An old steam locomotive for-
SERVICE STATIONS
D. H. CLARK & CO.
Accounting
Business Opportunities
FOR SALE -  RESTAURANT, 
rcnl money maker. For particu­




"  kioor'!.Saml»r» - ,' Paint Aprayrri 
RoloTlllcri • UiHlara ■ llaml Snnclara 
R. k  n, PA INT SPOT LTD,
1477 Kill! SI, Phono l’4)3-3fl38
FUN ER A ir  SERVICES
■ "k e l o w n a "’ k iiNKHAi, D iR ijc ro n s  * 
i , , Phiiiira
' Day PO 9-iliKO 
• Eta P«> 9-3040 
PO 3-1004
I'hmir P03-3369** Kfimvna| Income'In?; Consultants
fti'uKen Car \Va»h,- Tiine-L'|i» , n ,ASitriiiK utiaiiKM ovar 1820 Lids St, Kelowna, B.C,
------- , Phono PO 2-3590SEWING SUPPLIES
HEWING SU PPLY  CENTRE 
Phone PO3-3093 4;'J Hfrnaril Ave.
8ln*i-r Holl-A.Mnillo Vm’imrn Cleunev' 139,95 
,, IIrii»h Vacuum Cleaner SHI9.03' ,




Hhnrpcalni k  llepnlre 
143.1 Kill* HI, Phone P03-3000
_— —  For Plch-Up anil Delivery ijfi7 W A T E R  S T
ROCKOAH PHOPANK LTD. , - . - , H O I 04 -
-Your Rochua* Hiveciall.u Fur Cenir.l S U M M E R  C O T T A G E S — P R E F A B
1 , , Ok»n»*»n” -■ - .....1------- ----—... ................ — .....
Phone P03-3344 tree etllmalea Rernanl; No tlimn payment -  S-year lerma,
THOMPSON
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy' 
Notary Public
PH. PO, 2-3631
VANCOUVER PRICES -  GE 
Sunbeam kettles, irons toasters 
example GE Fry Pans - $14,95, 






t 6 p~ m a iu cet ~̂ h
for scrap iron, steel, brnsa cop­
per, lend, etc, Honest grueling 
Prompt payment made, Atlas 
lion and Metals Ltd,, 250 Prior 
SI,, Vancouver, B.C. Phono 
MUtunl 1-6357 M-TLl-tf
WANT TO BUY SECOND-1 IAND
Mortgages and 
Loans
MONEY TQ~LOANk TO.'^BUY, 
build, renovate or refinance, 
j Reekie Agencies, 253 Lawrence
10 ROOM REVENUE HOME ON Ave. Phono PO 2-2346. tf
Vk acre city lot. Close to shop­
ping. Stucco exterior with shake 
roof, basement, sawdust furnace,
2 bathrooms. Revenue $100, plus 
4 1 rooms for owner. Full price 
$13,000, some terms. Apply 3505 
35th Ave,, Vernon, or phone 
Linden 2-6245, ' • 255, 257
FULLY MODERN 2- BEDROOM 
cottage on corner lot In Rutland,
Close to schools,1 churches and 
bus stop. 2 years old. Full base­
ment, forced air furnace, Fully m ru m -m w
landscaped, Will take late modcl'i ROTO IILLING, PLOUGHING 
ear ns part payment. Phone PO 5-'and sawing wood. Phone PO 2-
ORO 'lIHil l l
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SENDING MACHINES 
and polishers now nvallable for 
rent in Kelowna; also spray guns, 
skill saw, electric disc, vlbrntor 
snnders, 13 b  B Paint Spot Ltd. 
For details phone PO 2-3636,
, M. W, F, tf
Gardening and Nursery
ALERT CONSTABLE
, SHELBURNE, N, S. (CP) — 
barefoot and in pyjamas, town 
constable 'W'atson Ring was step­
ping into he'd, when he spotted a 
21’* WESTINGIIOUSE Table Mo-! man standing near the liquor 
del TV, Like new, comoletelV'Hlore'iici’ov.s tho street. He dashed 
reconditioned, (nit w‘111 !l I111" (,f hitndepffs and
Only __ r. * r  * 'O ,'after a .chase arrested u mis-
. i peeled ■■prowler,
THOR, Automatic Cliul-Ironer—;
In good working (tA C i NEST IN l’LANE
order ................ . ‘P O Ji NORTH BAY, Ont, tCP) — A
irobin ,l)tal may have wanted Iter 
I young 1o Ih’ belV.i'e they were 
jhatelied built her nest In t|ie tm- 
gino of it plane lielonglng to J, W.




CHOICE LAKESHORE LOT AT 
Casa Lomn subdlvlslnh, One 
mile .south of bridge on Westsli|c, 
70 ft, frontage, frui t , trees, 
power and telephone, Phone SQ- 
8-5555 or apply J. A, Zdralck (it 
Cana Lomu, , , 257
•T ItOOM TIOUsC w ITO 'b ATI I
3104, _____________
AFRICAN VIOLETS, , HOUSE- 
PLANTS ! and flower stundH, 
Phene PO 2-8239, tf
b i.ack ' m ountain  t o p  s o il , 
gravel, light loam, shale. Ernie 
Rojcm. Phono PO 9 -8 1 5 3 .___ tf,
McNutt, a North Bay lumber ex­
ecutive, lit •nearby Trout Lake.
OLD MELODRAMA
NEW1 GLASGOW, N,S. (CP)— 
This Pletou' ('minty town ccle- 
bi’ales (lie 15()tli annlvcrsnry of 
its founding this suinmor. A fea­
ture Will bo nnollier presentation 
of the ano'ent. melodramu, “The 
Old Tlonie.utftnfl,” lon« a favorite
English , oi” Flat Saddle, Phone i 761 Clement Ave, 257
kv(r(r**n«. Flowerlni Htiniln, IVrrnntaU,1 
poiua riant* amt Cut Klmvvra. , 
K, m tH N irrr fln-«nhou.»« k  Nunary I 
, M3 Glamvomt Ave, I’huaa 1*01-3311.,
'rJ^DW ARK~HTORES' ’
TV AND RADIO _
It, A A. T.V CLIN IC 
| rrQvlamn anti lit Cl llaillo 1 Kiirflalltta 
I l*ht»n# 1*013137 1716 ItU litrr HI,
UfTIOUnriCKERS
i.\n
C IL  PAINTS
llaaliy )Va»har». KMtta, Davp rr»*««r»,
Wat*f f. K* HUTI«3ND CI’IIOl.STliUV
. RVT3.AND H AR im  a iv i, r a u m  iimunii nn*<i
AND’ LOANS I ; ,
Httt M0HTGAGK MONKY 
•ml N.II.A. latan*. rvmtull 
CAiimnriiHis a mhku itd, 
m  Daman) Av«. I’tnma 1*0)3117
MOTORCACI l*S AND BK/kULia
IAN I 4 4)IXtNM>N 
' 113) Cilia St.
k«l«wna i I ’lUua 1*01n
, WELDING
""(IKNK.ItAirWKI.DINO A likpAiitfl" 
Ornamantal Iran 
KKIXIWNA MACIIINi; SHOP 
1‘Hona 1*433-3646
To |iUce «i) Rd in tlili 
•cctlon Phono , 
rO ,2-4l« ,





PO2-3760 after 5. if
WfANT TO, BUY—BABY TENDA 
and Plal Pen, Phone PO2-II760,







for your office furniluVo!
1447) Ellis St, Phone PO 2-2883
Pets & Supplies _
■HniiLLY’H'“l'lif8ilP i*LIE8 
__________ ________  SPECIAL,
for Hale, pi lviytoly, $20,000.. For 1 dQ' l (llHgount’ oil Novelty lines, 
appointment to view phono PO 2-1 puppies,1 foods, 'equipment) gold 
4237, 1 2571 and tropical fish, aquarium sup­
plies, budgies, magpies, v white 
mice, turtles, bird cUgenl lilt'd 
foods, water hydnath and arrow­
head plants. Lawnmowcr In good 
condition,, ■ _  , \
liOXER ‘"PUPS l*’6 lt sa l e  " -  
\Fnwu, black masks, whlto ihark- 
ings, Males' $100, Delivered after 
.lulv ,1, Phone or write Green­
acres Cattle Cq., Pritchard, near 
Kamloops, ■i „>7-1,-- 1 ;
Mpit,, Wed,, Sat,, tf
! Poultry and Livestock
i,30~W EAN EH ~”piGSr - " C  ROSS 
11,, a nd r nee and Yorkshire, 7
weeks' old, Phono .Lincoln 0*36^
USED THEATRE CHAIRS, Suit­
able for halls nnd churches. Spec­
ial price for large quantities. For 
information contact, Mnnagor,
Paramount Theatre, phone P0 2:
3111. 258
li)54’'l!oWB()Y'SPO!rrs’'MODr'll,, 
nulomntlc transmission,1 custom 
radio, tinted glass, Phone ’PO 2- 
8702 after 5:30 p.m,
255,257,261
! «r -"'TV lecturers is 
Aiom,C PO1 ^ rj^'lmpresslni! on «hildivn nt nearby
.....-  .....  . * jOronvH’to Hie diuigei'ti of ttunpor-
1 ACME ELECTRIC RANGE — |lng will) cftplosivi's that might be 
8 yours old, In beautiful c,oitdl-l found Ivlm' lU’oun Crimp Gago- 
llon, $109. Barr A, Anderson, 594 to wit, Oronioeto Is the'  housing 
Bernard, , „  ■ 1 chiiLi’l* for thu lilg army base,
Va lu a ble" so lid  w a ln ut






\ ’ 1 ■ : 'i
STIJDKN!' ASSISTANCT,' ASSOCIATION > 
Iloilm 1, Kclqivnn Senior High School
Tuesday;'June ]6 , 1959/ 8 p.m.
■ Pub lic ', iim l all members o f the A s so d n iiQ n  cord ia lly  
1 invited.
. ’ ' 256, 257




, No white apitcp, , 
Minimum 10 words,
1 insertion per word
3 consecutive
HONORED CITIZENS
MONTREAL <t!I»i — Mayor 
Sai’ln,Fournlei’ presented “ citizen' 
of,honor'’ plitqties to two young 
Mnnlreali'i’s, Sumlra Hggg was 
cited fitr snvltu/ Iter brother'll life 
In H,fli'<yaiiil Clf.tidc* Clermont for 
his work at youth centres.
SPECIAL STUDY
WINNIPEG k ;P i -  A com- 
)lute review of ^ailltobiCd ap- 
3f rireiillcosiilp, legislation lias been 
TUi!flei’ln(ken |tv 44 men )eprcnent- 
1 inmu’ilons ' nor word 2'A«'ing a dozen different trades, Depn 
«  ̂ «d,V' f.DlKJl’ MllllStOI’ W, Elliott
° Inscitlons Wilson Hu id the piogr'am needed
, or moro .....,,or wo,(1 to bn reviewed to be geared to,
Claiiidlled D isp la y  ' future tier (Is,
One Insertion .1........  $1.12 Inch
3, consecutive ,, , '■
"Insertions . . . . . . . . 1 1,05 Inch
6 consecutive Insortlohn 
or more — ..... , .95 inch
1 Classified Cards
One Inch dally ... 17,50 month 
Daily for 6 mouths .. 8.50 mouth
OFFICIAL CIRCLES
i KINGSTON, Old,,(CP) A In- 
cal taxpayer wanting to Pont » 
snow fence to protect h|ti tiewly- 
ic'eded law/t1 applied at 'the city 
hall. Froth ,the hoipd of works he 
was directed to (lie parks board, 
to the , clerk « eoippcroll^r anil
3 count lines dally ’ $ 9,0o .month finally in Hit” *iniyor, Thu mayor
4' . 257 Each Additional lino 2,00 month was out ol town
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley | Adenauer Retires To Privacy 
Of Rhine; Faces Criticism
BONN (CP)—Konrad Adenauerjout the tempest of adverse crit 
retired to the privacy of his icism rising from his turnabout 
Rhine Valley home today to ride J decision to remain on as West
German chancellor.
\' v'
BACK-f50AE> FO LK S 
—  QUIET PL BASE




BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
Lama Charges 
Red Tortures
NEW DELHI (AP>—The Dalai 
Lama s a y s  the Chinese 
Communists are subjecting the 
Tibetans “to unbearable tortures 
day and night" to stamp out re­
sistance in 'the  Himalayan king­
dom.
The refugee god-king of Tibet, 
who fled his capital city of Lhasa 
in mid - March for asylum in 
Mussoorle, India, said he learns 
every day of “fresh atrocities" 
against his subjects,
In an apparent reference to In­
dia's delicate relations with Com­
munist China, arising from the 
iTibetan revolt, the Dalai Lama 
i said he hopes “countries like In­
dia will support those on whose 
side lies the truth and not those 
who may be in possession of 
mere might.”
The West German press led the 
critical onslaught but attacks on 
the decision came from foreign 
newspapers as well, some of them 
long-time supporters of the 83- 
year-old leader.
Die Welt, the influential Ham­
burg paper, termed the day of 
Adenauer’s decision "a black 
day."
The Tokyo Shimbun, a pro- 
Western paper, said Adenauer 
now has emerged as “a powerful 
dictator" to be. likened to Soviet 
Premier Nikita Khrushchev and 
Communist China’s Chou En Lai. 
WANTS TOUGH LINE 
In Britain, Lord Bcaverbrook's 
Dally Express said the underlying 
reason for Adenauer’s determina 
tion to hang on to office “is that 
he wants to oppose Britain’s pol 
icy to Russia.” The paper said 
Britain is willing to reach a com­
promise. with Moscow but Aden­
auer "wants to be tough.’' 
Rarely has Adenauer been sub­
jected to such stinging attacks 
from the Western press.
But he showed no indication of
budging from his decision to stay 
as chancellor and keep a firm 
hand on West German policy in­
stead of moving up to the largely 
ceremonial job of president — an 
office he had announced he would 
seek.
Adenauer told a television audi­
ence recently it "could not 
have a good effect at home or 
abroad" if he were to abandon 
the chancellorship “at such a 
critical time."
The socialist Neue Rhein Zei 
tung of Essen called Adenauer’s
actions the “ rape of democracy." 
It added:
“TTrls is the Bonn scene . . . 
power is everything, democracy 
Is nothing. 'The chancellor rules 
and aU his men stare like rab­
bits.
SCOTTISH CANAL
The Forth and Clyde Canal, 40-
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Stock Market 
Down, Listless
Canadian s t o c k  exchanges 
struggled through another listless 
week despite the fact there was
mile link between the Forth and i^h^bifsincs^news! bUl'
Clyde rl' ers Scotland, was: 1̂1 groups were down on index 
completed in 1791. 'at Toronto, with western oils
[dipping the point necessary to 
drop them to a 1958-59 Index lqyr. 
With a reading of 123.33 western 
oils are right back where they 
were in December 1957, 
Industrials lost a l m o s t  H i 
points on index at Toronto,
EARLY CHURCH
The first Baptist church In Can­
ada was established at SackvOle. 
N.B., in the 1880s.
HEALTH COLUMN
'rfSANTA TERESA
in /Will, Spam 
1*3 ORIGINALLY. THE HOUSE 
Ml WHICH THt SAWT
m s  OORN IN ISIS
A CALFown*} tw 
A. a CROSS 
Q R t W  A  
C O A T  O f  
S W A P S  
W O O L  
Stirling,
>ft3. FOUND BURIED 
OUTSIDE THS CWJRCH •f W«(» Mali's?. ta*lM 
AND SOU) AT AUCTION 
FOR *7 ,4 0 0 - 
JUST WHEN THE 
(CHURCH ELDERS
m k  s m r n s  
70 MUSS THAT
m o w t  to Atuwo 
the edifice
THE CHAPEAUS THAT ARE 
ALWAYS IH FASHION
\2£w**m GutacK, Garmamj 
WEAR STRAW HATS WITH 
7  WOOL POMPOMS 
-  BLACK WOOL IF THEY 
ARE MARRIED AND 
RID IS THE WEARER IS 
LOOKING FOR A HUS8MD 
THE CUSTOM AND THE HAT 
STYLE HAVE NOT CHANGED 
FOR 300 YEARS
Help Accident Victim 




Get busy. on constructive mat­
ters now, since stars promise 
good results for sincere effort. 
I t’s an excellent period, too, for 
seeking and bestowing favors; 
for making plans for the future.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates a good 
outlook in job and financial af­
fairs within the-next 12 months. 
You will, nevertheless, have to 
exercise some caution in mone­
tary matters during October and 
November since, while income is 
assured, there would seem to be 
danger through speculative ven­
tures or extravagance during 
those months.
Situations in your social and 
domestic life should be stimu­
lating during the year ahead, 
and some unusual recognition 
for your occuuational efforts, 
late in Otcober, should please 
you very much. Travel seems to 
be “in the stars" for early Au­
gust, and the balance of this 
month, ■ as well ns October and 
December, will be fine for ro­
mance. Both personal and busi­
ness prestige are indicated dur­
ing late December, and this 
same month promises some ex­
cellent new opportunities for 
business expansion early in 1960.
A child born on this day will be 
endowed with unusual mental 
gifts, keen perception and a great 
love for the arts.
MERRY MENAGERIE
’SaH;
By Herman N. Bundesen, M.D.
Even if you don’t know a thing 
about first aid, you can be of 
help in the event you witness a 
serious accident on the streets or 
highways this summer.
Better not try to treat any In­
jury—unless the victim is bleed­
ing to death—If you don’t know 
what you are doing. Instead use 
common sense to help him and 
to get competent medical help 
for him.
GET A DOCTOR
Dispatch somebody to get a 
doctor or an ambulance. .Stress 
the fact that this messenger 
must give the doctor the loca­
tion of the accident, the cause, 
the nature of and probable ex­
tent of the injury, what supplies 
are available at the scene and 
what type of first aid, if any, is 
being given.
This information will help a 
doctor a great deal and speed 
him to the victim.
QUIET VICTIM’S FEARS
. If the victim is conscious, do 
your best to quiet his fears. Don’t 
let him see his injury or know 
how badly he is hurt unless, of 
course, the wound is a minor 
o n e . -
If the victim has the proper 
mental attitude, he wilDbe bet­
ter able to co-operate with the 
doctor.
Make him comfortable and 
keep him warm, but not too 
warm. We just want him to main­
tain a normal body temperature 
to prevent serious shock.
WRAP HIM UP
If the weather is wet or cool, 
it might be a good idea to wrap
"Mrs. Hippo bent my car for 
an hour, and now I  can’t 
straighten up!’’
him in a blanket or even news 
paper. Place the covering under­
neath him as well as on top of 
him. But do it ever so gently.
Don’t give any stimulants if 
there is a head Injury, seVere 
abdonimal injury, severe bleed­
ing or if you suspect internal 
bleeding.
If the patient is unconscious 
or only semi-conscious after an 
accident, it is a pretty good indi­
cation of a head injury. There­
fore, never give water or any 
other, liquid to an unconscious 
person.
MIGHT STRANGLE
There is another reason, also, 
why this shouldn’t be done. The 
liquid might enter the windpipe 
of an unconscious person and 
strangle him.
If the victim is conscious, and 
there is no evidence of any of 
the previously listed injuries, 
you can give him all the water 
he wants. Make him sip it 
slowly.
Hot tea and coffee are all 
right, too, especially if the vic­
tim is cold. But brandy and 
whisky may do a lot more harm 
than good. So it’s better not to 
use them.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
Mrs,. M. E. S.: My daughter 
constantly uses a chewing gum 
laxative. I feel that this is too 
severe and could cause cancer.
Am I correct in thinking this?
Answer: Constant use of any 
laxative is undesirable and 
should be avoided. However, 
there is no convincing evidence 
to connect the use of laxatives 
with cancer.
CONTRACT BRIDGE




9, Girl’s name 
10. Tapestry

































41, Sound, ns a 
horse
42. Affirms
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4 A 6 
V 7 2 
4  A 9 4 
A A K Q J 8 7  
WEST EAST
*J,754 4Q1092
VQ1083 V A J 9 4
♦  K2 4105
* 6 5 3  * 1 0 4 2
SOUTH 
4 K 8 3  
4  K65 
4  Q 38 76 3
The bidding:
After taking the ace of dia­
monds, declarer cashed three 
clubs, discarding two hearts. East 
trumped the next club, South 
overtrumped, and so did Kass. 
The Heart return then set the con' 
tract.
Kass had taken advantage of 
South's five club bid, showing no 
aces. Since Kass therefore knew 
dummy would have the ace of 
diamonds, he decided to put 
declarer to the test immediately
North East South Weat
2 * Paaa 3 4  , Paaa
A ♦ Pass 1 4 Paaa
4 NT Pass B + I*ua
DAILY URYFTOQUOTE -  llc rr’a how to work III 
■ A X Y D L B A A . X R  ,
, . U L O N G  V E L L  O W
' One Iptter iiniply Hands for another In this siunplc A is used 
foi the three L i X for tpe two O's, etc Single letters, appstrobhlos, 
the length and fonnntlon of thb words are all hints Eac|j day the 
Code letters are different. , ' 1
‘ , ■ • , 1  ’
?  D, J  V N J D  , D G K K G A 11 C F A -
,1*» MG k n  h p  M s d k  v n n i ' D v, L A D N V C -  E D J r  N A M n  V .
a n i ) * n u r r E i / swTf ^ ° ! 1 ' V0N’TC»UAUIU::i'1 w 'T»i my  b r e a d  d i j «  Vr*
This deal occurred in the Van 
derbllt Cup two years ago, Star 
of the hand was Irving Knss, of 
New York, who transformed what 
appeared to be a routine hand 
Into one of the outstanding deals 
of the tournament,
North-South were playing weal; 
opening two bids, except that two 
clubs showed a strong hand. Even 
so, North's forcing, bid seems ex­
aggerated, though he did have 
eight rapid tricks to offer for a 
notrump gnme.
South bid three diamonds, and 
affirmative response, (A two dia­
mond bid would have denied posi­
tive .'Values.) The bidding then 
continued until South beenme de­
clarer at six diamonds,
Klips wns'on lend against the 
slam, Had he opened a heart, 
South would have made 12 
tricks after taking the neccssnry 
diamond finesse, A spade or a 
club load would hnvc glvcp de­
clarer 14 tricks,,
But Kass made the extraordi­
nary opening lead of the deuce 
of diamonds, The result was thn 
declarer tpnde, only 11 tricks nnd' 
Went dAwn In the slam, Declarer 
could not coi)celye that the lend 
hnd been made from K-2 of 
diamonds, let alone that West 
hnd the king,
From South’s viewpoint, not 
seeing the opponents’ cards It 
wns possible that East had the 
loiilt king i,»f diamonds, In which 
case a, finesse \vov)ki lend, to 
rabid 'defeat, Mnco a heart would 
surely bo returned,
Also, thought declarer, the con­
tract, would still be, made If 
Enst. had K-1Q-5 -of diamonds and 
three or more clubs, If this were 
the case, South would be able to
B o y d
DRIVE-IN
MON. and TUES. 
June 8 and 9
Drama in Color
"Deep Six"
with Alan Ladd, Dianne 
Foster, William Bendlx
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Ads ....
You Are!
NOW, LISTEN TO Ma.YOU TWO 
Z0M8IE9! I'M NOT GOING 
TO LANGUISH LIKE ONE 
OF THOSE HEROINES IN 
THE BOCKS WE USEE 




AND t h \ GOINS TO SURVIVE I 
NOT PAUL DE R0US5IL0NE0R. 
ANY9O0Y IS GOINS TO FORCE 
ME TO RETIRE FROM THE 
HUMAN RACE...nirnwi ivv-fc  ii
7 / - T r - — '1
SysoARP ■nn^rmsmMfiui imps m  pilots*.
TMf CARRIER'S CALI IS "IUMI1IUIR.Y ^  
MINK B W  OKI,* V0URS IS *HflT TWO,' 1004 
BOOM. YOU AHD I  WILL STAND BY ON !>« 
CATAPULTS AS COMBAT AIR PATROL ON ALERT 
i TO MAKK INS INTERCEPT. ^
4.8
. ......... i S r
75
f  w
/ stop worrying 
ABOUT MI, BUI.
X TILL YOU VVI 
UCKIO TWTIA9-
vnxmix phobia.
t i f  / .
' :  ■:<
&RICK AN D PAM ARB R ETU R M m  7 0  
P R . SASTL AMD'S LABORATORY IN  THE 
TIM S -TO P,., r
Be.0innin&  th is  w e e k : *
• ' ■— ■in
IM 60 VERY HAPPy 
VOU AND PAM ARE ALL 
RIGHT/ WE I 
you UP FO k  LOST/
WE THOUGHT 
WE WERE LOST 
PR. EASTLAND/ 




JUST IN TIME, IT 
SEEMS...WE NEED IT 







LET’S SEE VOU 
BALANCE 
l THIS BALLON 
1  VOUR NOSE
i ....P M ;
— I t\ Y I I H-
D O N ’ T  B E  S O  I 1 1 "  
S T U B B O R N — )  
T R Y  T ,
-J
lu'iiiinmui
L O O K -  ’  
W A T C H  M E -







ALL SO NICE, 
GRANDMA/
BUT WHY HAVE YOU BEEN 
HOLDIN’ ’EM OVER HERE 
IN TH’ VACANT LOT 
LATELY? j----------- \
OH, IT’S A  SORT CF 
EXPERIMENT../
OlAt.KUMN-
I'M TRYIN’ T* LURE TH’ BLOOMIN' 
ANTS AWAY FROM MY HOUSE 





N IN ETY ” 
BISHT.l.
ETY-^
. V lf V*V ’1 l’eV'lY„,|,{|>J' 






I THINK AW ARMS 
ARE STIFFENING 
UP1 I  BETTER. 
GET HOME1r
*T
HE WASN'T BEING \ .  .1 
HELP UP) SIR! HE LUST \  d 





his hearts and 
would Insse onjy a trump trick, 1
S A M ’S
g a r a g e
BODY .AHO L
FENDeR J s  
WORK /v
a ___, ridnleiN hr
W \tVE CAN HAMMER IT OUT 
AND REPAINT FOR ABOUT 
T SEVENTY 
BUCKS...
...OR, IF Y DON T CARE HOW 
IT LOOKS, PUT ON A BRAND 
NEW ONE.FOR FIFTY.' J — '
I'LL TAKE ] 




*if m ’ ■'- " 'V'llt I) «a>p fmil-MlDr#
• W if e«-6
AN UNBXRBCTBD 
M /ilT O /l ENTUftS  
R o y  R O G E R S ' 
RANCH H O m .
^ = 2
m  HouefKeoPER must ^
HAVE GONE T O  TOW N. TH E* 
PLACE IS  LOCKED OP!
H-HBLLO, SBNOR ROY/1 
• flORRY X  TIP OVBR 
j TARL6j






V O U  W i L L t , . r  
P i P N  T  K N O W  Y O U  
W E R E  S O  F O N D  
S C H O O L . , .
1,/ \yr
" ' « i . T
I'M HOr.MBUTHCMwl 
is COINS AWAY' Z /s
FOR TH* ----- -
' SUMMER
HAS THAT





WELL, HB8 BEEN 
CARRYlNS GLORIAS BOOKS 
ROMS FROM SCHOOL ALL 
THIS TERM,,
* £ ’
„,AKP SUBS PROMlflEDToT 
LET MB FILL IN AS HlS K  
.... ......... "■ ’MBNTpSUMMER RBPLAC0MSNT/
i
BRIEFS FROM BRITAIN
LLOYD SCHMIDT (left of 
Kelowna, receives gift and con* 
gratulations from Griff Miles 
following provincial finals of 
the Teenage Safe Driving Road-
E-O held Saturday in Vancou­
ver. Watching is John Follett 
of Courtenay who won the event 
and who will now represent
B.C. in the Dominion finals 
next month at Galt, Ontario. 
Miles represented Imperial Oil, 
sponsor of the event.
Salk Serum 90 Per Cent Effective 
But Polio Peril High
By ALTON BLAKESLEE
NEW YORK 'AP) — Polio 
threatens to explode again this 
year.
Down but still dangerous, it 
Has paralyzed nearly twice as 
many children so far this year 
than at this time in 1958.
Despite Salk vaccine, it could 
claim 12,000 or more victims in 
1959.
That would be more than the 
annual toll in each of 29 of the 
44 years since* 1915, when par­
ents first began dreading the ap­
proach of summer with its cruel 
crippling disease.
99 PER CENT EFFECTIVE 
"Now there is a defence, the 
Salk vaccine. It is 90 per cent 
effeciive.
But 98,000,000 people in the 
United States alone haven’t had 
a- single shot.
Nearly one - third of children 
under five have had no vaccine.
•Many are prey for the sleeping 
fires of polio warn officials of the 
National Foundation and U.S. 
Public Health Service.
On April 12, 1955, an anxious 
world cheered when the Salk vac­
cine was pronounced safe, po­
tent, effective.
Parents scrambled for scarce 
vaccine, impeded only for a time 
by unfortunate issuance of some 
whose virus had not been com­
pletely killed.
For five years, 1950-54, polio 
had averaged nearly 39,000 child 
and adult victims each year in 
the U.S.
American cases in 1955, includ­
ing both paralytic and non-para­
lytic, numbered 29,000. But in 
1956, 15,000; in 1957 only 5,485 as 
Salk vaccine began to build a 
wall of defence.
Then, in 1958, a warning sig­
nal. Polio hit 6,061 Americans.
YOUNG PRISONERS 
LONDON (CP) -  Of the 1,400 
prisoners in the Wv o r  m w o o d 
Scrubs jail here 700 are under 
21 years of age.
STIFF w a rn in g
RICHMOND, England (CP)— 
The notice on a houseboat moored 
in the Thames River here says 
"Trespassers will be drowned.”
HISTORIC SWORD
NORWICH. England (CP)—A 
sword of the 1750 to 1800 period 
was hooked by on angler fishing 
in a stream near this Norfolk 
city.
CIVIC LEADER
CAMBERLEY. England (C P )- 
A 55-year-old blind solicitor, Ron­
ald Rees, has been elected chair­
man of the council of this Sur­
rey town.
COMBINED LICENCES
LONDON (CP) — The number 
of combined radio and television 
licences in Britain increased to 
9,346,697 front 9,255,422 in April.
BELFAST VISITORS
BELFAST (CP) — About 300- 
000 tourists visited Northern Ire­
land last year and spent about 
£11,000,000, says the tourist asso­
ciation.
BOON FOR BIRDS
FAVERSHAM, England (CP)— 
Skeletons of cuttlefish are being 
washed ashore in this Kent town. 
The bones are in demand as 
beak-sharpeners for budgerigars.
ODE TO BOILERS
LONDON (CP)—Union officials 
are advertising for a poetic boiler­
maker to write a poem in cele­
bration of the 125th anniversary 





, motor-scooters one per
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SMART CADETS
LOWESTOFT, England (CP) 
Two 15-year-old army cadets re­
turned here after hitch-hiking 500 
miles in an initiative test in less 
than 36 hours. Each had spent 
only sixpence of the three shil­
lings they were allowed to take.
OVERPAY TAXES
LONDON (CP) — Many Brit­
ons pay more income tax than 
they need, says the journal of 
the Income Taxpayers Society, 
Small taxpayers with only one 
source of income seldom take 
he trouble to ensure they get 
the trouble to ensure they get
CAST ON WINDS
WISBECH, Eng. (CP) — Four 
thousand balloons were released 
at a fair in this Cambridgeshire 
town, each bearing a tag in sev­
eral languages urging the finder 
to return it to Wesbech. The 
owner of the balloon which trav­
els farthest will receive a prize.
FAVORITE TONIC
LONDON (CP);— Comment on 
tonics by Dr. James Houston, 
physician to Guy’s Hospital here: 
‘‘The earliest drug used by man 
for inducing a sense of well-being 
was alcohol. There can be little 
doubt that it is the favorite tonic 
prescribed by doctors for them­
selves and their colleagues.”
r t l N p  Y E A R S  
—  1949-57
1958 1959
increase over 1957 In the number team of researchers reports.
of paralytic cases. ' Vaccme is available, but not in . ...... ____ . . .
Hardest hit were children un- heavy demand. Lack of money,.Senior pupils at a school in this 
der 5—as in the old pattern of; apathy, r;mure to n^r.r o- 1 \ -JEssex town gave their retiring 
years ago. I cine and its protection, are listed groundskeeper a voucher for 40
‘Once again, it begins to look by experts as reasons why mil-






A P R I L  1 
169.1
M A Y  l
125.6
which spearheaded the C t L aw
rence Seaway and reminded Mr. 
Wintermeyer that Mitchell Hep­
burn opposed the project when he 
was Liberal premier In 1938.
Turning to the CCF leader the 
premier said:
"We have another leader who 
has used all of his energies to 
say things about me, to say that 
lead a one-man government, 
that it is a dictatorship, that the 
political morality of John A. Mac­
donald and William Lyon Mac­
kenzie King was low and that my 
political morality is no better.
“ I am sure history will record 
that in my day and time I have 
contributed to the maintenance of 
high standards, of political life 
and morality In this province.
"I am glad to be compared to 
MacDonald and King. I will be 
satisfied if I maintain their stand­
ards. . . . "
LIVING COSTS INCREASE
Living costs increased dur­
ing April following a five- 
month decline. The cost-of-liv­
ing index at May 1 stood at 
125.6, up two-fifths of a point 
from 125.4 on April 1. This 
graph (shaded area) traces 
the yearly average of the price 
index during 1949-57 and its
movement through 1958 and so 
far this year. The index is 
based on 1949 prices equalling 
100. Also shown is the index 
for average wages and salaries 
which stood at 169.1 at April 1, 
last date for which figures are 
available.—(CP) Newsmap.)
o u t b o a r d  
f u n  i s  a  
f a m i l y  
a f f a i r
POOR PEOPLE HARDEST HIT
Polio is taking its main toll 
among the poorest people. They 
account for a major share of 
non - vaccinated persons. Rela­
tively, the disease is climbing 
higher among, the lowest social- 
economic groups.
There’s serious reason for con­
cern...................... ................  -....
By May 16 the U.S. had 446 
cases of polio, against 309 at the 
same time last year. Ominously, 
this included 301 paralytic cases, 
88 per cent more than in 1958.
Polio could jump to double 
the a m o u n t  last year,” the 
foundation warns. “There is dan­
ger especially in the soft spots— 
the areas were many unvacci­
nated people are clustered.”
To quell the threat, officials 
are urging more vaccinations. 
Clinics for free or inexpensive 
vaccinations will be started in 
areas where polio cases begin to 
cluster.
TAKES TIME TO WORK
It takes time for Salk vaccine 
to build immunity. Best defence 
is vaccination before the polio 
summer gets hot and dangerous. 
Two shots are given spaced six 
weeks apart, a third at least 
seven months later.
Quick protection in the threat 
of epidemics might well be ob­
tained by giving 10 times the 
usual amount of vaccine^ in the 
first dose, a new experiment 
shows. Protective antibodies soon 
appeared in children and adults 




(Continued from page 1)
He reiterated his stand that 
Canada should detach itself from 
the American defence system and 
remain neutral. He said under 
the present setup Canadians 
would be the first involved in any 
atomic war.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Nigel 
Morgan was elected for the third 
consecutive year as leader of the 
B.C. Labor Progressive (Com­
munist)-Party.
He was one of 35 members 
elected to a new provincial com­
mittee as the last session of the 
three-day annual B.C.-Yukon As­
sociation meeting.
pints of beer at his favorite pub.
FEWER JOBLESS
LONDON (CP) — There were 
481,000 people out of work in the 
United Kingdom in mid-May says 
the ministry of labor. This is a 
decrease of 50,000 from the pre­
vious month’s figure.
GOLFING PRODIGY
FAULDHOUSE, Scotland (CP) 
Eight-year-old Brian McGlinchey 
holed out in one with a spoon 
shot at a 120-yard hole on a golf 
course near this Lanarkshire 
community.
CORRECTIVE TERM
ST. ALBANS. England (CP)— 
Sentence of three years’ correct­
ive training was passed at the 
Hertfordshire quarter sessions on 
a 24-year-old man convicted of 
stealing 3V2 pence from a church 
collection box.
PENITENT SPEEDER
KING’S LYNN, England (CP) 
A man who ' admitted careless 
driving told magistrates in this 
Norfolk town: "I would be
pleased to pay a fine because I ’m 




NEW YORK, (AP) -  Rising 
prices have made news. Sharply 
higher manufacturing and whole­
sale costs pointed to higher re­
tail prices soon for a wide range 
of consumer products. These in­
cluded cotton bedsheets’ electric 
light bulbs, kitchen apliances, 
automobile tires.
Interest rates are also being 
pushed up by a surging demand 
for credit of all kinds—a demand 
spurred by credit-hungary con­
sumers, shopkeepers, manufac­
turers and the federal, state and 
local governments.
Handicapping the federal gov­
ernment in its efforts to borrow 
money was a 41-year ceiling on 
the interest the U.S. Treasury 
can pay on its newly-issued long­
term bonds.
Worse, there was a 44 per cent safe as an emergency step, a
Freedom Sons Demonstrate 
Outside New Denver School
NEW . DENVER (CP) — A 
group of 50 Sons of Freedom 
Doukhobor parents chanted and 
prayed for an hour Sunday out­
side the provincial dormitory 
school where their children are 
confined.
•The demonstration followed 
cancellation of visiting hours at 
tljte school. Eight RCMP officers 
were stationed inside the school 
»s a precaution against violent
demonstrations, but the parents 
left without making any effort 
to enter the institution or talk 
to officials.
School principal John Clarkson 
said visiting privileges had been 
cancelled because a girl was 
smuggled'out of the school dur­
ing Victoria Day celebrations, 
May 23. Ho said the ban would 
remain in force until tho girl was 
returned.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Frank 
Bird, who served 20 years as 
secretary-manager of the British 
Columbia Automobile Association 
and saw its membership rise to 
73,000 from 1,300, hds died in 
hospital. He was 70. Funeral ser­
vices will be held here Wednes­
day.
Ontario Provincial Campaign 
Drives Towards Fightin1 End
A campaign button was used as 
a passport and ghosts of political 
greats were raised as Ontario’s 
party leaders pressed their fight 
toward a provincial election less 
than a week away.
Liberal ' Leader John Winter­
meyer, driving to Sarnia from 
Windsor via the United States, 
found himself at the border with 
his identification locked in the 
trunl of his car.
The border guard compared his 
picture on the “Win with Winter­
meyer” button with the face of 
the man in the car and waved 
the vehicle through.
It was Premier Frost, speaking 
in shirtsleeves to about 300 per-i 
sons in Hamilton, who reached 
back into history to flay his op­
ponents in the June 11 election
with
campaign.
He brought forth the ghosts of 
Mitchell Hepburn to haunt Lib­
eral Leader Wintermeyer and 
told CCF Leader Donald Mac­
Donald he would be glad to be 
ranked with William Lyon Mac­
kenzie King and Sir John A. Mac­
donald.
HAD OPPOSED SEAWAY






Taken by our photographer. It Is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the nows. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
in your album.
Largo Glossy G!£ x 8Ms 
Only $1.00
Order at tho Business Office
HOT PENNIES
RYE. England (CP) — First 
duty for the new mayor of this 
Sussex town was .to observe the 
ancient custom of throwing hot 
pennies to the children from the 
window of the town hall.
VALUED PLANTS
COLLYCROFT, England (CP) 
Fifty-eight “ tiny plants” taken by 
Walter Gibbs from a wood in this 
Warwickshire town for his gar­
den would have grown into 20-foot 
Christmas trees, court was told.
RARE TANGLE
LONDON (CP) — A flock of 
sheep disrupted traffic in the 
evening rush-hour in Piccadilly. 
They escaped from a truck which 
broke down. Police rounded up 
the sheep, disentangled the traf­
fic'and sent the truck safely on 
its journey.
ACCIDENT STUDY
LONDON (CP) -  In 1958, cars 
and taxis w ere , involved in 39 
per cent of British vehicle acci­
dents causing injuries. Motor­
cycles accounted for 21, per cent, 
light trucks 14 per cent, buses 
and coaches six per cent, heavy 
trucks three per cent and light-
OIL FROM RUSSIA
MOSCOW (AP)—Soviet experts 
have drafted a general plan for 
an oil pipeline running from the 
Volga that will carry enough oil 
to supply Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary and East Germany says 
the Tass news agency. It will be 
started “in a few years.”
LOSE STUDENTS
SYDNEY (Reuters) — Aus 
tralia is losinig some of its best 
“brains”  to overseas countries, 
said the chief librarian at Syd­
ney University, Dri A. D. Os­
borne. Many university gradu­
ates now are going to the United 
States, for instance, attracted by 
better salaries and research fa­
cilities, he said.
LATIN LOSES
BURY, England (AP) — The 
vote was recorded as 26 to XXIII 
when the West Suffolc county 
council rejected a proposal to in­
scribe its new coat-of-arms in 
Latin.
head cf the Soviet film delegation 
to the recent international film 
festival here. He said movie 
theatres in Russia in 1965 would 
number between 110,000 and 115,- 
000 against 65,000 at present.
IRISH TV
DUBLIN (AP) — A govern­
ment commission has urged the 
Irish Republic to start its own 
television operation to beat off 
competition from the British. 
Thousands of residents of the Re­
public of Ireland already have TV 
sets tuned in to British pro­
grams.
TOUGH BIRDS
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP) — New 
Zealand birds are harder to scare 
than those of other countries says 
George Mazuran, president of the 
vine-growers association. They 
take little notice of scarecrows 
or moving devices and the only 
way to frighten them is by loud 




Ideal Gifts for the BRIDE 
. . .  or for any occasion.
BUCCANEER
Sportabbs 1 2  h.p., 5  h.p., 3  h.p*
Family favourite* ior fishing 
and carrying ease. Chooee 
from 3 'power perfect’ 
models ior your kind of iun 
on the water.
r ;  ,■ . *
' . i v
» \  ^  'I'"
[■Hv „ , • «\ 6*1 v t\*p* , ,. i ,.'




SIGNED — So- 
Nlkltu Klutwih- 
Albania'* Red
boss isnver llnxhn put their 
names to n , joint communique 
on world policy at Tirana.
| , ■ ■ (' ')■ ■ 1
Identifiable nmong onlookers is 
Soviet defence minister Mar­
shal Malinovsky, in ' uniform,
directly behind Khrushchcv.- 
(APi Wircphoto from Tush.)
HILLARY’S CLIMB •
NELSON, N.Z. (CP)—Sir Ed­
mund Hillary, c o n q u e r o r  of 
Mount Everest, has just achieved 
a long-time ambition by scaling 
Scott Knobb, a 7,030-foot peak 
near Blenheim in the south island 
of New Zealand, He was stationed 
at an air force camp near there 
during the war.
BALD CHICKENS
TOKYO (AP) — A Japanese 
teacher has come up with the 
theory that bald chickens make 
for fatter chickens. The English- 
language Japan Times said the 
teacher found that 15- day - old 
chicks, shorn of their feathers, in 
two months put on 20 per cent 
more weight than chicks with 
feathers cropped only halfway.
ARAB BISHOP
AMMAN (AP) — Jordnn’s King 
Hussein, conferred the Order of 
the Star on the Anglican Bishop 
of Jerusalem at a royal audi­
ence. The recipient. Bajih Kubein 
is the only Arab bishop in the 
Church of England.
SOVIET DOCTORS
LONDON (AP) — Three Soviet 
women specialists arrived here 
for discussions with British do 
tors on sox problems. Prof,, Mar 
garita Zakharova said the visitors 
were mainly interested in moth 
ods of birth control, about which 
they would like to know more,
WESTERN STYLE
MOSCOW (AP)—Mohcow tele­
vision has given its homo audl’ 
once n lcnrn-lt-yoursolf look at 
western-typo dancing. A program 
previously devoted to Russian na­
tional dances cijmo up with les­
sons In tho fox trot and similar 
steps.
' ARMY HORSE
AUCKLAND, N.Z, (CP)-IIow- 
ltzer, one of two remaining 
horses In the Now Zeidnnd army, 
has died at age 29. lie remained 
m strength" after being rc ' 
froln active service years ngo. 
The other horse, Bnrbnrn, also 
living In retirement, now is 27 
years old,
CANS ON COL’RHE 
SCUNTHORPE, England (CP) 
The commander of the U,S, all 
bnso hero warned U.S, airmen not 
to discard .beer cans on the golf 
courses they are allowed to use, 
and to wear suitable clothing, 
Complaints have crime from golf 
club Hocrotnrlcp, said the notice
RUSSIAN MOVIES
CANNES, France (Reuters)- 
Even the smallest Russian village 
will have, a movie thentrci by 
11005 if present building plans me 
• fulfilled, said Grigori Brltikov
CHEWING ON TRIAL
LONDON (AP)—An eight-ycar- 
old ban on sale of chewing gum 
at London airport has been lifted 
for a one-month trial period. It 
was impoed because of damage 
to furniture, floors and carpets.
SOLIDLY BRITISH
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP)—Latest 
census figures show that 97.8 per 
cent of New Zealand’s population 
is New Zealand-born or born in 
Commonwealth countries—chiefly 
England and Scotland.
$ 1 7 .8 8  automatic
F R Y P A N
You simply set the dial and 
you get controlled heat for 
perfect cooking and frying 
results. No guesswork, marve­
lous water-sealed element for 
;asy washing.





"The Business that Quality 
and Service Built’’




from 3 to 35 h.p.
N O W  S O L D  B Y  Y O U R  R T O  D t A l B t
Ask your dealer about con­
venient terms. He’s listed 
in the 'phone book yellow 
pages.
M ADItH  CANADA
■ ^ 'G»LE BUCCANEER OUTBOARD MOTOR:, Peterborough. .Canada
A division ot OUTBOARD MARINE CORPORATION OF CANADA LTD CANADA'S LARGEST MANUFACTURES OF OUTBOARD.MOTORS
GALE BUCCANEER
OUTBOARD MOTORS_____ _
, See Them At
BELGO MOTORS





Kelowna’s Gale Buccaneer 
Dealer
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Wostbnnk; Miss Mary Bull, Oka­
nagan Mission; Rnymond Costa, 
Glenmorc; Mrs. Mary DeHart, 
Okanagan: Mission; William Eln- 
soff; F. G. Eldstrom; James D. 
Fenton, Wcstbank; Mrs, Velva 
Fitzgerald, East Kelowna; A; 
Grcnke; Arthur IT. Hall; Andrine 
Hawthorne; Harry Hoy worth; 
Mrs. Wlnnifred II ey  w o r t h ;  
Toshlyn Ito, Rutland.
J, II. Johnson; John .Tohnnson, 
Glenmoro; Herman Kncller, West- 
bank Abe Koop; J,,W. Lee, West- 
bnnk; II. G, Marshall; Gordon J, 
Munro; John Nntto, Glenmoro; 
E, W; Noil,1 Penchland; Thomas 
Robortshnw; Katherine E, Slit* 
Wok; Wnltor Stuhlmlllor, Glen- 
moro; Eric W, Tasker; J, R, 
Appleton; Gladys Trnvls; Caesar 
riirrl; Mrs. Gwenn Van Acheron; 
W. P. Voght; R. T, .Wurman and 
O, H. Watson.
(20 donations) H, O, Armenonu 
R. I. Boll; E, W. Chnpman; A. R. 
Clarke; Mrs, Hanson; Mrs, 
Gladys Hopkins. Wcstbank; John 
Kiem'-, East Kelowna; Dnvld Mc­
Kenzie; Mrs. Helen McKenzie; 
Richard G.' Manton;, Harry Mit­
chell.
P.A.V.P.




Kelowna Memorial Arena 
FRIDAY, JUNE 19, 1959
nt 7:30 p.m.
Admission: Adults $1.00; Students 50tf; Children 25^
ADJUDICATION BY THE AUDIENCE
^  5 Prizes to be Awarded f t
Free Contestant Entry Form
(Packers Amateur Variety Parade)
—Amateur Contestants of nil ages are eligible to participate 
In this Variety Parade, — Entry Forms must be completed 
and mailed to CKQV by 0:00 p,m, June 17th,
Name (P rin t)......................... ........... ................... . Age ........
Address ...t.,........................... ...................................
Phone: " Bus. ...—     Res. ..............•—■••••
Typo qf Talent ............. ................. ........................
P|iono Bus. ....................... ........  Res. .......... ■ • • • • • • • • • • ■ • a ,
This advertisement is not published or displa 
Control Board or by tfib Government o(
ycd by tho Liquor 
British Columbia.
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